
 
 

 

 
 

Assessment Record 
 

Program:  Communications – English                                                           Assessment Period:  Annual Summary 2021-2022 

Program or Department Mission:  The mission of the Communications Department is to develop in students a desire for excellence in scholarship, an ability to communicate 
effectively, and an appreciation for the humanities.  The department endorses the college’s Mission Statement and strives to uphold its commitment to learning. 

Course Student Learning Outcomes & Assessment Plan ENR 098 
 

Communications Department Level Outcomes 
● Provide quality instruction in developmental and transferable courses through emphasis on continued training and professional development 

for faculty. 
● Prepare students to continue their education at four-year institutions or to enter the workforce.  
● Offer courses that allow students to develop communication skills and knowledge for personal enrichment or for job advancement. 

 
Course Outcomes Assessed 
Students will: 

● demonstrate reading comprehension competence appropriate for college-level reading. 
● understand Standard English grammar and apply this to their writing. Students will also exhibit a variety of sentence structures (simple, 

compound, complex) written with correct mechanics. 
● create a thesis statement using specific examples, facts, or details that is developed in coherent, cohesive, and supportive body paragraphs. 

 
Intended 
Outcomes 

Means of 
Assessment Criteria for Success Summary & Analysis of Assessment 

Evidence Use of Results 

SLO 1: 
Demonstrate 
reading 
comprehension 
competence 
appropriate for 
college-level 
reading. 
 
 

Direct Assessment: 

Evaluate one 
assignment (test or 
reading response) to 
assess ability to 
comprehend one 
college-level 
reading.  

Direct Assessment: 
70% of students reach at least 
a “Satisfactory” level on 
Passage-based Reading, 
including 
comprehending main idea, 
supporting detail, 
inference, and author’s 
purpose/strategy/tone 
on Rubric below 
 

Fall 2021-Summer 2022:  
243/319 students fulfilled this outcome.  
(76%) 
 
Number of Students Assessed 319 
Students assessed/25 sections  
 
Yearly Campus Summary 
Number of Students Assessed 
Shelby:  192/258 (74%) 
Jefferson:  24/28 (85%) 

Observations/Changes: For this outcome, there was 
need for strengthened support of reading 
comprehension instruction and activities since there 
was a decrease from the 2020-2021 report. During this 
assessment period, ENR 098 instructors emphasized 
reading comprehension and vocabulary development  
through the use of an “Active Reading” slideshow” 
focused on annotation and critical analysis, and they 
included assignments requiring critical reading skills, 
quizzes testing reading comprehension and strategies 
for using context clues to decode unfamiliar 



 
 

 Pell City: 27/33(81%) 
 

terminology. Moving forward, the ENR 098 
committee has petitioned to change this SLO to 
increase the quality of reading comprehension. SLO 
language was added, and a rubric was clarified for the 
new 3-year cycle as evidenced by the following New 
SLO 1 Petition. The committee felt that students 
needed to show in writing that they can comprehend 
and analyze a chosen text. To help students further, 
instructors will continue to use the University of North 
Carolina Learning Center’s handout on “Reading 
Comprehension Tips” or a similar handout to help 
students meet reading comprehension goals. 
Additionally, instructors will utilize an increased 
number of quizzes and exercises through Connect or 
instructor-based quizzes since they are useful in 
gauging students’ reading comprehension.  

SLO 2: 
Understand 
Standard English 
grammar and 
apply this to 
their writing. 
Students will 
also exhibit a 
variety of 
sentence 
structures 
(simple, 
compound, 
complex) written 
with correct 
mechanics.  

Direct Assessment: 

Evaluate one essay 
for correct use of 
Standard English and 
levels of sentence 
variety. 

Direct Assessment: 
70 % of students reach at 
least a “Satisfactory” level on 
Rubric below 
 

Fall 2021 - Summer 2022:  
211/287 students fulfilled this outcome.  
(73%) 
 
Number of Students Assessed 
287 Students assessed/25 sections  
 
Yearly Campus Summary 
Number of Students Assessed 
Shelby:  162/230 (70%) 
Jefferson:  24/28 (85%) 
Pell City:  24/29 (82%) 

Observations/Changes: There was a small measure 
of growth in students’ demonstration of Standard 
English grammar and mechanics skills, as well as 
sentence variety utilization. In addition to some 
classroom (online or in person) instruction on 
grammar, punctuation, and mechanics topics, 
instructors required students to use adaptive software 
to strengthen these skills, primarily using InQuizitive 
for Writers by Norton or Connect by McGraw Hill. 
Students who actively engaged with and completed 
the adaptive lessons tended to use standard English 
more proficiently in compositions. Instructors also 
added a link to the JSCC Virtual Writing Center in 
Blackboard and shared it in class. Since this method is 
working, the ENR 098 committee only simplified the 
language surrounding this SLO. SLO language was 
adapted, and a rubric was clarified for the new 3-year 
cycle as evidenced by the following New SLO 2 
Petition. Going forward, InQuizitive and Connect will 
continue to strengthen student’s application of 
Standard English; therefore, instructors will continue 
to use these platforms. Additionally, instructors will 
encourage students to use the JSCC Virtual Writing 
Center for assistance with using Standard English 
practices in their compositions.   

SLO 3: Create a 
thesis statement 
using specific 

Direct Assessment: 
 

Direct Assessment: Fall 2021-Summer 2022:  
202/276 students fulfilled this outcome.  
(73%) 

Observations/Changes: During this year, there was a 
need for strengthened understanding of thesis function 
and support throughout body paragraphs in a multi-



 
 

examples, facts, 
or details that is 
developed in 
coherent, 
cohesive, and 
supportive body 
paragraphs.  

Evaluate one essay 
to assess ability to 
express a central idea 
which is supported in 
a cohesive multi-
paragraph essay.  

 

70% of students reach at least 
a “Satisfactory” level on 
Rubric below 
 
 

 
Number of Students Assessed 
276Students assessed/25 sections  
 
Yearly Campus Summary 
Number of Students Assessed 
Shelby:  158/220 (71%) 
Jefferson:  23/27 (85%) 
Pell City:  21/29 (72%) 
 

paragraph composition. Instructional materials, 
including “The Essay Slideshow,” Essay Checklists, 
and The Writer’s Handbook were utilized to assist 
students in meeting this SLO. Students were also 
provided direct links to the scheduling function of the 
JSCC Virtual Writing Center to help students create 
strong thesis statements and essays. For the new 3-
year cycle, the ENR 098 committee felt that the 
wording for this SLO needed to be altered to 
emphasize that the entire paper (not just the thesis 
statement) needed to be coherent and cohesive. SLO 
language was added, and a rubric was clarified for the 
new 3-year cycle as evidenced by the following New 
SLO 3 Petition. Going forward, since student 
improvement increased following the use of “The 
Essay Slideshow,” Essay Checklists, and The Writer’s 
Handbook, instructors will continue to integrate these 
resources in their classes. Drafting workshops and 
peer review workshops will also be more prominently 
used in support of student success.   

 
Plan submission date:  September 15, 2022 
 

 
Submitted by:  Communications Department 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 
 

 

SLO 1: 

Rubric for SLO 1 
Excellent:   All of the reading is comprehended, or most, if not all, test questions are answered correctly.  
Satisfactory:  Most of the reading is comprehended, or at least 70% of the test questions are answered correctly. 
Unsatisfactory:  Over half of the reading is incomprehensible to the student, or the student performs less than 70% on a test. 

SLO 1: 

 
 
 



 
 

SLO 1: 

 

SLO 1: 

 



 
 

SLO 1: 

 

SLO 1: 

 



 
 

SLO 1: 

 

SLO 1: 

 
 



 
 

SLO 2: 

Rubric for SLO 2 
Excellent:  No major errors and only a few minor grammatical notes. Use of all varieties of structures with clear and correct mechanics. 
Satisfactory:  Some major errors, but not enough to affect the clarity, flow, and purpose of paper. Use of some sentence variety with clear and correct mechanics. 
Unsatisfactory:  Many major errors that affect the clarity, flow, and purpose of the paper. Use of only simple sentences or some variety but with incorrect mechanics. 

SLO 2: 

 

 



 
 

SLO 2: 

 

SLO 2: 

 

 

 



 
 

SLO 2: 

 

SLO 3: 

Rubric for SLO 3 
Excellent:  Thoughtful and unified thesis with an ability to hold scope of entire paper. Topic sentences and conclusion sentences in all body paragraphs that cohesively contain 
paragraph topic and illustrate logical transition. There are two or more completely supported subtopics within paragraphs that are logical and cohesive. 
Satisfactory:  Thesis presents topic satisfactorily setting up paper idea. A general understanding and presentation of topic and conclusion sentences for body paragraphs that 
mostly suggest logical transition. At least two supported subtopics within paragraphs that suggest a cohesive idea 
Unsatisfactory:  Thesis not unified and does not create a basic structure for the paper. A lack of ability to write cohesive topic and conclusion sentences for body paragraphs and a 
lack of transitions present.  One or two subtopics that only mention evidence in body paragraphs and do not substantially create a cohesive idea. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

SLO 3: 

 
SLO 3: 
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Assessment Record 
 

 
Program:  Communications – English      Assessment Period:  Annual Summary 2021-2022 

Program or Department Mission:  The mission of the Communications Department is to develop in students a desire for excellence in scholarship, an ability to communicate 
effectively, and an appreciation for the humanities.  The department endorses the college’s Mission Statement and strives to uphold its commitment to learning. 

Course Student Learning Outcomes & Assessment Plan ENG 099  
Communications Department Level Outcomes 

• Provide quality instruction in developmental and transferable courses through emphasis on continued training and professional development for faculty. 
• Prepare students to continue their education at four-year institutions or to enter the workforce.  
• Offer courses that allow students to develop communication skills and knowledge for personal enrichment or for job advancement. 

 
Course Outcomes Assessed 
Students will: 

• Identify helpful support techniques and methods used in conjunction with the ENG 101 class. 
• Discuss the quality of support techniques and methods used in conjunction with the ENG 101 class. 
• Score a passing grade in the paired ENG 101 class. 
Intended 
Outcomes Means of Assessment Criteria for 

Success 
Summary & Analysis of Assessment 

Evidence Use of Results 

SLO 1: Identify 
helpful support 
techniques and 
methods used in 
conjunction with 
the ENG 101 
class.  

 

 

 

 

 

Evaluation 1: Instructor 
provided questionnaire. 

Eval 1:  70% of 
students will 
identify support 
techniques as 
moderately to 
highly beneficial 
on the 
questionnaire scale. 

Fall 2021-Summer 2022:  
Number of Students Assessed 
91 Students assessed/16 sections  
 
69/91 students fulfilled this outcome.  
(75%) 
 
 
Yearly Campus Summary 
Number of Students Assessed 
Shelby:  34/44 (77%) 
Jefferson:     34/46 (73%) 
Clanton:  1/1  (100%) 
 

Last year, the department decided to assess ENG 099 
separately from ENG 101.  To assess, faculty gathered 
student feedback from a matching or similar instructor 
provided questionnaire, which revealed both areas of 
success and areas for development in student support 
techniques. (See sample responses 1, 2, 3.) Because 
this was the first year of assessment for this outcome, 
there is no data from the previous year to compare 
against this year’s results. For the upcoming academic 
year, the primary method of assessing these outcomes 
will continue to be this questionnaire, taken at the end 
of each semester.   

Instructors reflect their inclusion of these strategies 
through course descriptions and calendar schedules as 
seen in these examples:  1, 2, & 3. 



 
 

SLO 2:  Discuss 
the quality of 
support 
techniques and 
methods used in 
conjunction with 
the ENG 101 
class. 

 

Evaluation 2: Instructor 
provided questionnaire. 

Eval 2:  70% of 
students will be 
able to discuss 
support techniques 
and how they 
applied to their 
own success in a 
positive manner. 

Fall 2021-Summer 2022:  
Number of Students Assessed 
91 Students assessed/16 sections  
 
67/91 students fulfilled this outcome.  
(73%) 
 
 
Yearly Campus Summary 
Number of Students Assessed 
Shelby:  32/44 (72%) 
Jefferson:  34/46 (73%) 
Clanton:  1/1  (100%) 

For the 2021-2022 academic year, instructors used a 
variety of methods to aid in student progress including 
student feedback obtained from the instructor-provided 
questionnaire, as exemplified in these responses (1, 2, 
3) Because the department incorporated new ENG 099 
SLOs for the 2021-2022 academic year, there are no 
past results to compare to this year’s performance. For 
the 2022-2023 academic year, instructors will 
incorporate opportunities for informal assessment 
throughout the semester through conversation with 
students in a forum. 

Instructors reflect their inclusion of these strategies 
through course descriptions and calendar schedules as 
seen in these samples:  Examples 1, 2, & 3. 

SLO 3:  Score a 
passing grade in 
the paired ENG 
101 class. 

Evaluation 3:  ENG 101 pass 
rate for co-requisite students. 

Eval 3:  100% of 
students will pass 
the co-requisite 
ENG 101 course. 

Fall 2021-Summer 2022:  
Number of Students Assessed 
91 Students assessed/16 sections  
 
68/91 students fulfilled this outcome.  
(74%) 
 
 
Yearly Campus Summary 
Number of Students Assessed 
Shelby:  32/44 (72%) 
Jefferson:  35/46 (76%) 
Clanton:  1/1  (100%) 
 

To assess this specific objective, the department sought 
a 90-100% pass rate (defined as a grade of A, B, or C) 
for students in the co-requisite ENG 101 course. 
Instructors tracked ENG 101 grades through a shared 
reporting spreadsheet . Although the department 
realizes grades are not the only factor of determining 
success, the stated purpose of ENG 099 is to help 
students succeed in completing ENG 101. For this 
reason, grade monitoring is appropriate to determining 
rates of meeting this SLO. Again, because this was the 
first academic year with the newly developed SLOs for 
ENG 099, there is no past data to compare results. For 
the upcoming academic year, instructors will compare 
grades in ENG 101 to the corequisite ENG 099 using a 
similar column in the ENG 099 gradebook  

 
Plan submission date:   

 
Submitted by:  Communications Department 
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SLO 1 and 2: 

 
 
 



 
 

SLO 1 and 2: 
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Assessment Record 

Program: Communications- ENG 101   Assessment period: 2021-22 

Program or Department Mission: 

The mission of the Communications Department is to develop in students a desire for excellence in scholarship, an ability to communicate 
effectively and an appreciation for the humanities. The department endorses the college’s Mission Statement and strives to uphold its 
commitment to learning. 

Course Student Learning Outcomes & Assessment Plan 

Course Student Learning Outcomes 
1. Communicate a stance on a subject by writing a unified specific thesis for a rhetorically based composition.
2. Communicate details of a subject by writing an essay with a unified and clear organization for a rhetorically based composition.
3. Locate, critically assess, and correctly integrate primary and secondary sources into a rhetorically based composition.

Intended 
Outcomes Means of Assessment Criteria for 

Success 
Summary & Analysis of Assessment 

Evidence Use of Results 

SLO 1: 
Communicate a 
stance on a 
subject by 
writing a 
unified specific 
thesis for a 
rhetorically 

Evaluation 1: Essay with a 
thesis that carefully 
directs the ideas of the 
paper and accurately 
predicts the structure of 
the paper administered 
both at the beginning and 
the end of the course.   

Eval 1: 70% of 
students’ 
essays meet a 
satisfactory 
level on the 
rubric, and 
there is at 
least a 5% 

Fall 2021-Summer 2022: 
Number of Students Assessed 
2027 1st Assessment and  
1903 for Final Assessment 
Across 116 sections  

1676/2027 (82%) students fulfilled this 
outcome for the first assessment.  

Based on the data of the 2021 – 
2022 academic year, we see at 
least 70% of students are meeting 
this objective.  This result 
demonstrates a 9% increase in 
student achievement for this 
objective over the given period of 
time. Instructors used a variety of 
methods to aid students in 
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based 
composition. 

positive 
student 
achievement 
change from 
beginning to 
end paper 
assessed. 

1734/1903 (91%) students fulfilled this 
outcome for the final assessment.  

Yearly Campus Summary 
Success Rate for Number of Students 
Assessed 
Shelby:   
1st Assessment:  627/784 (79%)  
Final Assessment:  665/754 (88%) 

Jefferson:   
1st Assessment: 151/194 (77%)  
Final Assessment: 127/139 (91%) 

Clanton:   
1st Assessment: 191/265 (72%)  
Final Assessment: 196/232 (84%) 

Pell City :   
1st Assessment: 36/48 (75%)  
Final Assessment: 37/45 (82%) 

Dual Enrollment/Off-site:  
1st Assessment: 671/736 (91%)  
Final Assessment: 709/733 (96%) 

achieving this objective. Instructors 
stressed the use of the English Lib 
Guides and individual instructor Lib 
Guides to direct student 
achievement. Moving forward into 
the 2022 – 2023 academic year, 
this current SLO will be replaced 
with the following as noted on the 
New SLO 1 Petition: “Students will 
apply rhetorical strategies in an 
analysis-based composition that 
considers the rhetorical situation 
or the speaker, audience, and 
purpose through language and/or 
design strategies.” To achieve this 
outcome, the department 
recommends a low-stake audience 
analysis, which is a process 
assignment used in preparation for 
a resulting essay.  The 
department’s commitment to this 
exercise is demonstrated through 
these example syllabi entries:  
Example 1, Example 2, & Example 3 

SLO 2:  
Communicate 
details of a 
subject by 
writing an 
essay with a 
unified and 
clear 
organization 
for a 

Evaluation 2: Essay that 
includes an introductory 
paragraph, body, and 
concluding paragraph. The 
essay will contain a thesis 
sentence, show unity in 
ideas, and reaffirm the 
main points and tie the 
paper together. The 
assessment is given at 

Eval 2: 70% of 
students’ 
essays meet a 
satisfactory 
level on the 
rubric, and 
there is at 
least a 5% 
positive 
student 

Fall 2021-Summer 2022: 
Number of Students Assessed 
2027 for 1st Assessment and  
1903 for Final Assessment 
Across a total of 116 sections  

1651/2027 (81%) students fulfilled this 
outcome for the first assessment.  

1717/1903 (90%) students fulfilled this 
outcome for the final assessment.  

Based on the data of the 2021 – 
2022 academic year, we see at 
least 70% of students are meeting 
this objective and the positive 
change in success at 9% overall 
shows students’ growth over the 
semester. Instructors used a 
variety of methods to aid students 
in achieving this objective. 
Instructors stressed the use of the 
English Lib Guides  and individual 
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rhetorically 
based 
composition. 

both the beginning and 
end of the semester. 

achievement 
change from 
beginning to 
end paper 
assessed. 

Yearly Campus Summary 
Success Rate for Number of Students 

Shelby:   
1st Assessment: 633/784 (80%) 
Final Assessment: 661/754 (87%) 

Jefferson:   
1st Assessment: 129/194 (66%)  
Final Assessment: 121/139 (87%) 

Clanton:   
1st Assessment: 193/265 (72%)  
Final Assessment: 192/232 (82%) 

Pell City :   
1st Assessment: 36/48 (75%)  
Final Assessment: 37/45 (82%) 

Dual Enrollment/Off-site:  
1st Assessment: 660/736 (89%)  
Final Assessment: 706/733 (96%) 

Lib Guides to direct student 
achievement. Moving forward into 
the 2022 – 2023 academic year, 
this current SLO will be replaced 
with the following as noted on the 
New SLO 2 Petition: “Students will 
demonstrate composition 
organization by writing an essay 
with a clear thesis, focused body 
paragraphs, and a relevant 
introduction and conclusion.”  To 
achieve this outcome, the 
department recommends the 
inclusion either a peer or self-
evaluation assignment to help 
students critically evaluate 
organizational needs in a given 
composition.  The department’s 
commitment to this exercise is 
demonstrated through these 
example syllabi:  Example 1, 
Example 2, & Example 3. 

SLO 3:  Locate, 
critically assess, 
and correctly 
integrate 
primary and 
secondary 
sources into a 
rhetorically 
based 
composition. 

Evaluation 3:  Essay with 
an ability to analyze a 
work or idea that involves 
research and the 
incorporation of both 
primary and acceptable 
secondary sources, 
properly documented 
according to MLA 
standards.  

Eval 3: 70% of 
students’ 
essays meet a 
satisfactory 
level on the 
rubric for at 
least one 
composition 
using primary 
and secondary 
sources. 

Fall 2021-Summer 2022: 
Number of Students Assessed 
2027 for 1st Assessment and  
1903 for Final Assessment  
Across a total of 116 sections  

1602/2027 (79%) students fulfilled this 
outcome for the first assessment.  
1691/1903 (88%) students fulfilled this 
outcome for the final assessment.  

Based on the data of the 2021 – 
2022 academic year, we see at 
least 70% of students are meeting 
this objective and are achieving an 
overall 9% growth rate. Instructors 
used a variety of methods to aid 
students in achieving this objective. 
Instructors stressed the use of A 
Writer’s Handbook to direct 
student understanding of sources 
and citation. Moving forward into 
the 2022/2023 academic year, this 
current SLO will be replaced with 
the following as noted on the New 
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Yearly Campus Summary 
Success Rate for Number of Students  
 
Shelby:   
1st Assessment: 606/784 (77%)  
Final Assessment: 651/754 (86%) 
 
Jefferson:   
1st Assessment: 148/194 (76%)  
Final Assessment: 126/139 (90%) 
 
Clanton:   
1st Assessment: 178/265 (67%) 
Final Assessment: 178/232 (76%) 
 
Pell City :   
1st Assessment: 33/48 (68%)  
Final Assessment: 36/45 (80%) 
 
Dual Enrollment/Off-site:  
1st Assessment: 637/736 (86%) 
Final Assessment: 700/733 (95%) 
 

SLO 3 Petition: “Students will 
locate, critically assess, and 
ethically integrate primary sources 
with secondary sources being 
optional.” Because students 
accessed A Writer’s Handbook a 
total of 22,267 times through the 
JSCC Library’s website during the 
2021-2022 academic year, it is a 
proven source to direct and assess 
student achievement in this area; 
therefore, instructors will continue 
to stress the use of this resource 
along with the approved Easy 
Writer textbook.  Instructors will 
also create or revise source 
integration activities for the 
upcoming year to give students 
more practice in source use.  
The department’s commitment to 
these exercises is demonstrated 
through the following example 
syllabi:  Example 1, Example 2, & 
Example 3. 

Plan submission date:   
 

Submitted by:  Communications Department 
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SLO 1: Rubric 

 
 
SLO 1: English Lib Guides 

 

Return to SLO 1 

Return to SLO 2 

Return to SLO 3 
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SLO 1: Individual Instructor Lib Guides 

 

SLO 1: New SLO 1 Petition 

 

Return to SLO 1 

Return to SLO 2 

Return to SLO 3 
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SLO 1: Audience Analysis Assignment 

  
SLO 1: Syllabus Examples of Audience/Rhetorical Analysis Exercise 

 

 

Return to SLO 1 

Return to SLO 2 

Return to SLO 3 
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SLO 2: Rubric 

 

SLO 2: English Lib Guides 

 

 

Return to SLO 1 

Return to SLO 2 

Return to SLO 3 
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SLO 2: Individual Instructor Lib Guides 

 

SLO 2: New SLO 2 Petition 

 

Return to SLO 1 

Return to SLO 2 

Return to SLO 3 
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SLO 2: Peer or Self-Assessment Essay Assignment 

 

SLO 2: Syllabus Examples of Peer/Self Review Assignments 

 

 

Return to SLO 1 

Return to SLO 2 

Return to SLO 3 
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SLO 3: Rubric 

 

SLO 3: Writer’s Handbook 

 

Return to SLO 1 

Return to SLO 2 

Return to SLO 3 
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SLO 3: New SLO 3 Petition 

 

SLO 3: Easy Writer Textbook 

 

Return to SLO 1 

Return to SLO 2 

Return to SLO 3 
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SLO 3: Syllabus Examples of Source Integration Activities 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Return to SLO 1 

Return to SLO 2 

Return to SLO 3 
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Assessment Record 

Program: Communications – ENG 102  Assessment period: 2021-22 

Program or Department Mission: 

The mission of the Communications Department is to develop in students a desire for excellence in scholarship, an ability to communicate 
effectively and an appreciation for the humanities. The department endorses the college’s Mission Statement and strives to uphold its 
commitment to learning. 

Course Student Learning Outcomes & Assessment Plan 

Course Student Learning Outcomes 
1. Communicate a stance on a subject by writing a unified specific thesis for a literary based analysis composition.
2. Communicate details of a subject by writing an essay with a unified and clear organization for a literary based analysis composition.
3. Locate, critically assess, and correctly integrate primary and secondary sources into a literary based analysis composition.

Intended 
Outcomes Means of Assessment Criteria for 

Success 
Summary & Analysis of Assessment 

Evidence Use of Results 

SLO 1: 
Communicate a 
stance on a 
subject by 
writing a 
unified specific 

Evaluation 1: Essay with a 
thesis that carefully 
directs the ideas of the 
paper and accurately 
predicts the structure of 
the paper administered 

Eval 1: 70% of 
students’ 
essays meet a 
satisfactory 
level on the 
rubric, and 

Fall 2021-Summer 2022: 
Number of Students Assessed 
1383 for beginning assessment and 
1333 for final assessment 
Across a total of 76 sections 

Based on the data of the 2021 – 
2022 academic year, at least 70% 
of students are meeting this 
objective with an overall 10% 
growth between beginning and 
end papers assessed. The English 
Lib Guide and individual instructor 
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thesis for a 
literary based 
composition. 

both at the beginning and 
the end of the course.   

there is at 
least a 5% 
positive 
student 
achievement 
change from 
beginning to 
end paper 
assessed. 

1129/1383 (81%) students fulfilled this 
outcome for the first assessment.  

1215/1333 (91%) students fulfilled this 
outcome for the final assessment.  

Yearly Campus Summary 
Success Rate for Number of Students 
Assessed 
Shelby:   
407/553 (73%) 1st assessment &  
449/525 (85%) final assessment 

Jefferson:   
68/85 (80%) 1st assessment & 
70/78 (89%) final assessment 

Clanton:   
112/132 (84%) 1st assessment & 
106/121 (87%) final assessment 

Pell City:   
44/55 (80%) 1st assessment & 
51/55 (92%) final assessment 

Dual Enrollment/Off-site:  
498/558 (89%) 1st assessment 
539/554 (97%) final assessment 

Lib Guides accessed throughout 
the year created a cohesive space 
for students to use sources and 
materials.  Moving forward into the 
2022-2023 academic year, this 
current SLO will be replaced with 
the following noted in the New SLO 
1 Petition: “Students will develop a 
composition that demonstrates 
literary analysis strategies.” To 
achieve this outcome, the 
department recommends adding a 
low-stake literary analysis or 
journal activity along with lecture 
discussion of sample essays or 
handouts showcasing thorough 
discussion of genre, language, 
theme, characterization, and 
purpose of literary works. 
Instructors reflect their inclusion of 
these strategies through course 
descriptions and calendar 
schedules as seen in these 
examples: 1, 2, & 3. 

SLO 2:  
Communicate 
details of a 
subject by 
writing an 
essay with a 
unified and 

Evaluation 2: Essay that 
includes an introductory 
paragraph, body, and 
concluding paragraph. The 
essay will contain a thesis 
sentence, show unity in 
ideas, and reaffirm the 

Eval 2: 70% of 
students’ 
essays meet a 
satisfactory 
level on the 
rubric, and 
there is at 

Fall 2021-Summer 2022: 
Number of Students Assessed: 
1383 for first assessment and  
1333 for final assessment 
Across a total of 76 sections  

1118/1383 (80%) students fulfilled this 
outcome for the first assessment.  

Based on the data of the 2021 – 
2022 academic year, at least 70% 
of students are meeting this 
objective with a 9% positive change 
between beginning and end papers 
assessed. Individual instructor Lib 
Guides were essential in providing 
direct material to students.  



June 2012 
 

clear 
organization 
for a literary 
based analysis 
composition. 

 

main points and tie the 
paper together. The 
assessment is given at 
both the beginning and 
end of the semester. 

 

least a 5% 
positive 
student 
achievement 
change from 
beginning to 
end paper 
assessed. 

1197/1333 (89%) students fulfilled this 
outcome for the final assessment.  
 
Yearly Campus Summary 
Success Rate for Number of Students 
Assessed 
 
Shelby:   
400/553 (72%) 1st assessment &  
445/525 (84%) final assessment 
 
Jefferson:   
71/85 (83%) 1st assessment &  
75/78 (96%) final assessment 
 
Clanton:   
105/132 (79%) 1st assessment &  
108/121 (89%) final assessment 
 
Pell City:   
45/55 (81%) 1st assessment &  
48/55 (87%) final assessment 
 
Dual Enrollment/Off-site:  
496/558 (88%) 1st assessment & 
521/554 (94%) final assessment 

Instructors also used draft 
feedback from peers and 
instructors to help aid students in 
revising essays for clear 
organization. Moving forward into 
the 2022-2023 academic year, this 
current SLO will be replaced with 
the following noted in the New SLO 
2 Petition: “Students will 
demonstrate the organization of a 
literary-based argument by writing 
an essay with a clear thesis, 
focused body paragraphs, and a 
relevant introduction and 
conclusion.” To achieve this 
outcome, the department 
recommends the inclusion either a 
peer or self-evaluation assignment 
to help students critically evaluate 
organizational needs in a given 
composition. Instructors reflect 
their inclusion of these strategies 
through course descriptions and 
calendar schedules as seen in these 
examples: 1, 2, & 3. 

SLO 3:  Locate, 
critically assess, 
and correctly 
integrate 
primary and 
secondary 
sources into a 
literary based 

Evaluation 3:  Essay with 
an ability to analyze a 
work or idea that involves 
research and the 
incorporation of both 
primary and acceptable 
secondary sources, 
properly documented 

Eval 3: 70% of 
students’ 
essays meet a 
satisfactory 
level on the 
rubric for at 
least one 
composition 
using primary 

Fall 2021-Summer 2022:  
Number of Students Assessed: 
1383 for first assessment and  
1333 for final assessment 
Across a total 76 sections  
 
1056/1383 (76%) students fulfilled this 
outcome for the first assessment.  

1162/1333 (87%) students fulfilled this 
outcome for the final assessment.  

Based on the data of the 2021 – 
2022 academic year, at least 70% 
of students are meeting this 
objective, with an 11% growth 
between beginning and end papers 
assessed. The JSCC Library 
Plagiarism Tutorial helped students 
understand the ethics of using 
others’ words to support their own 
ideas. Research-specific class days 



June 2012 

analysis 
composition 

according to MLA 
standards.  

and secondary 
sources. 

Yearly Campus Summary 
Success Rate for Number of Students 
Assessed 

Shelby:   
370/553 (66%) 1st assessment & 
424/525 (80%) final assessment 

Jefferson:  68/85 (80%) 1st assessment & 
78/78 (100%) final assessment 

Clanton:  109/132 (82%) 1st assessment 
& 100/121 (82%) final assessment 

Pell City:  42/55 (76%) 1st assessment & 
48/55 (87%) final assessment 

Dual Enrollment/Off-site:  
467/558 (83%) 1st assessment & 
512/554 (92%) final assessment 

and research-specific rubrics 
guided students in their efforts to 
find and use sources. Moving 
forward into the 2022-2023 
academic year, this current SLO will 
be replaced with the following 
noted on the New SLO 3 Petition: “ 
Students will apply basic reference 
and documentation skills of 
primary and secondary sources 
with an emphasis on ethical use.” A 
Writer’s Handbook, a helpful 
resource for writing and integrating 
sources, was used a total of 22,267 
times through the JSCC Library’s 
website during the 2021-2022 
academic year; it is therefore a 
proven source to use alongside the 
department’s approved text Easy 
Writer to direct and assess student 
achievement in this area in the 
upcoming year.  The department 
will also add primary and 
secondary resource integration 
activities to help students correctly 
use primary source for example 
and secondary source for support 
in their essays. Instructors reflect 
their inclusion of these strategies 
through course descriptions and 
calendar schedules as seen in these 
examples: 1, 2, & 3. 

Plan submission date:  Submitted by:  Communications Department 



June 2012 

SLO 1: Rubric

SLO 1: Lib Guide 



June 2012 

SLO 1: Lib Guide Access 

SLO 1: New SLO 1 Petition 



June 2012 

SLO 1: Low-stake Literary Analysis/Journal Activity 

SLO 1: Writer’s Handbook Literary Essay Examples 



June 2012 

SLO 1: Plans for Peer/Self-assessment Activities 

SLO 2: Rubric 



June 2012 

SLO 2: Instructor Lib Guide 

SLO 2: Draft Feedback 



June 2012 

SLO 2: New SLO 2 Petition 

SLO 2: Peer or Self-evaluation Assignment 



June 2012 

SLO 2: Instructor Plans for Peer or Self-evaluation Assignment 

SLO 3: Rubric 



June 2012 

SLO 3: Plagiarism Tutorial 

SLO 3: Research-specific Class Days 



June 2012 

SLO 3: Research-specific Rubric 

SLO 3: Easy Writer 



June 2012 

SLO 3: Primary and Secondary Source Integration Activity Examples 



Assessment Record 

Program: Communications- ENG 251   Assessment period: 2020-21 

Program or Department Mission: 

The mission of the Communications Department is to develop in students a desire for excellence in scholarship, an ability to communicate 
effectively and an appreciation for the humanities. The department endorses the college’s Mission Statement and strives to uphold its 
commitment to learning. 

Course Student Learning Outcomes & Assessment Plan 

Course Student Learning Outcomes 
1. Critically examine characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and times, historical forces, philosophical movements, and key
terms for genres of literature and literary movements in American literature during the period of Inception-1865.
2. Critically review major works of prose, poetry, or drama in American literature during the period of Inception-1865 and compose an original
extended written assignment reflecting on both the literature and its contemporary or modern social and cultural movements by clearly and correctly
integrating supporting primary evidence and valid secondary sources.

Intended Outcomes Means of Assessment Criteria for 
Success 

Summary & Analysis of Assessment 
Evidence Use of Results 

SLO 1: Critically 
examine characteristics 
of literary periods, 
cultural conditions of 

Evaluation 1:  Through 
exam questions, 
students will 
recognize and/or 

Eval 1:  70% of 
students will 
demonstrate a 
satisfactory level 

Fall 2021-Summer 2022: 
Number of Students Assessed 
619 Students assessed/24 sections 

Students were successful in utilizing the 
pre-reading questions and either 
reading the textbook background 
materials or library sources for 



 
 

the writers and times, 
historical forces, 
philosophical 
movements, and key 
terms for genres of 
literature and literary 
movements in 
American literature 
during the period of 
Inception-1865. 

 

discuss the following: 
Characteristics of the 
literary periods; 
Cultural conditions of 
the writers and times; 
Historical forces; 
Philosophical 
movements; and Key 
terms for genres of 
literature and literary 
movements. 
 
Sample Exam 
Questions (Questions 
vary by instructor.) 

of achievement 
using an 
instructor 
provided rubric. 

573/619 students fulfilled this 
outcome.  
(92%) 
 
Yearly Campus Summary 
Number of Students Assessed 
Shelby: 300/313 (95%) 
Jefferson: 161/181 (88%) 
Clanton: 73/82 (89%) 
Pell City: 14/17 (82%) 

background information. These sources 
helped set the literary, historical, and 
cultural landscape foundation for 
students. Since academic year 2021-
2022 ended a 3-year assessment cycle, 
new SLOs were created. Instructors 
liked this SLO but felt it covered too 
much material. Therefore, the SLO was 
divided into two separate outcomes. 
New SLO 1 focuses on the contextual 
background of the literature and New 
SLO 2 focuses on the key terminology 
for genre and literary movement. New 
rubrics were created for assessing each 
new SLO. A new instructional strategy 
is to reinforce the concepts students 
read for background through new 
lecture materials context and 
terminology. 

SLO 2:  Critically review 
major works of prose, 
poetry, or drama in 
American literature 
during the period of 
Inception-1865 and 
compose an original 
extended written 
assignment reflecting 
on both the literature 
and its contemporary 
or modern social and 
cultural movements by 

Evaluation 2:  In their 
essays*, students will 
Analyze and 
contextualize a work 
of literature from the 
period in its historical, 
cultural and 
philosophical 
background; 
compare/contrast the 
literature of an 
historical period to its 
contemporary or 
modern culture; 

Eval 2:  70% of 
students will 
demonstrate at 
least a 
“Satisfactory” 
level 
achievement 
based on similar 
rubric. 

Fall 2021-Summer 2022:  
Number of Students Assessed 
596 Students assessed/24 sections  
 
513/596 students fulfilled this 
outcome.  
(86%) 
 
Yearly Campus Summary 
Number of Students Assessed 
Shelby: 269/299 (89%) 
Jefferson: 147/176 (83%) 
Clanton: 35/53 (66%) 
Pell City: 15/17 (88%) 

Many instructors have worked with the 
library to create and use class specific 
library guides. These guides provide 
access to database articles and other 
sources and are an effective tool for 
research and using secondary sources. 
Current SLO #2 was also divided into 
two separate SLOs to use beginning AY 
2022-2023. New SLO #3 focuses on 
primary source use and integration, 
and new SLO #4 deals with secondary 
source use and integration. Again, new 
rubrics were created for the revised 
SLOs. Instructors will also add more 



clearly and correctly 
integrating supporting 
primary evidence and 
valid secondary 
sources. 

Locate and integrate 
relevant and effective 
secondary sources; 
Compose an argument 
correctly integrating 
and documenting 
both primary and 
secondary sources in 
MLA style. 

*Prompts vary by
instructor.

scaffolding assignments to provide 
students multiple opportunities to 
practices using provided sources and 
using the library guides to locate 
sources on their own for their 
culminating research essays.  

Example Essay Introduction 

Plan Submission Date:    Submitted By:   Communications Department 



SLO 1: Sample Exam Questions 

SLO 1: Sample Rubric



SLO 1: Pre-reading Questions 

SLO 1: Contextual Background Article 



SLO 1: New SLO 1 and SLO 2 

SLO 1: New Assessment Rubrics for SLO 1 and SLO 2 

New SLO 1: 
• Students will distinguish characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions, historical forces, and philosophical movements related to

the writers and their works in American literature during the period of Inception-1865.

New SLO 2: 
• Students will correlate key terms related to the genres and literary movements in American literature during the period of Inception-

1865.

New Assessment Rubrics SLO 1 and SLO 2 
New SLO #1: Through objective and/or subjective exam questions, students will demonstrate at a satisfactory level of achievement or 
higher the ability to distinguish characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions, historical forces, and philosophical movements related 
to the writers and their works in American literature during the period of Inception-1865. 

• 70% of students will demonstrate a satisfactory level of achievement on instructor provided assessment:
• Sample Evaluation Rubric for New SLO #1

Excellent Thorough ability to distinguish characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and times, 
historical forces, and philosophical movements; or at least 90% of exam questions correct 

Satisfactory Limited, yet mostly correct ability to connect and communicate characteristics of literary periods, cultural 
conditions of the writers and times, historical forces, and philosophical movements; or at least 70% of exam 
questions correct 

Unsatisfactory Inability to connect or communicate characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and 
times, historical forces, and philosophical movements; or less than 70% of exam questions correct 

New SLO #2: Through objective and/or subjective exam questions, students will demonstrate at a satisfactory level of achievement or 
higher the ability to correlate key terms related to the genres and literary movements in American literature during the period of Inception-
1865. 

• 70% of students will demonstrate a satisfactory level of achievement on instructor provided assessment.
• Sample Evaluation Rubric for New SLO #2

Excellent Thorough ability to correlate key terms related to the genres and literary movements; or at least 90% of exam 
questions correct 

Satisfactory Limited, yet mostly correct ability to correlate key terms related to the genres and literary movements; or at least 
70% of exam questions correct 

Unsatisfactory Inability to correlate key terms related to the genres and literary movements; or less than 70% of exam questions 
correct 



SLO 1: Context Materials 

SLO 1: Relevant Terminology 



SLO 2: Essay Prompt 

SLO 2: Literature Essay Assessment Rubric 



SLO 2: Library Guide 

SLO 2: Research Tool 



SLO 2: New SLO 3 and SLO 4

SLO 2: New Assessment Rubrics for SLO 3 and SLO 4 

New SLO 3:  
• The student will review major works of prose, poetry, or drama in American literature during the period of Inception-1865 and compose

written assignments reflecting on both the literature and its contemporary or modern social and cultural movements by correctly
integrating primary evidence.

New SLO 4 
• The student will correctly incorporate secondary sources in their own original arguments about works of prose, poetry, or drama in

American literature during the period of Inception-1865.

New Assessment Rubrics SLO 3 and SLO4 
New SLO #3: In written assignments, students will reflect on both the literature and its contemporary or modern social and cultural 
movements by correctly integrating primary evidence. 

• 70% of students will demonstrate at least a “Satisfactory” level achievement based on similar rubric.
• Sample Evaluation Rubric for New SLO #3

Ability to analyze and contextualize 
cultural, historical, and philosophical 
forces in the primary work, using the 
literary terms correctly 

Ability to reflect on a primary 
work of literature’s thematic and 
aesthetic context of its time and 
relate it to modern social and 
cultural movements

Ability to effectively integrate material from primary source and to correctly document, using MLA 
style.  

Excellent Thorough ability to interpret and 
discuss facts found within all three 
aspects of historical, cultural, and 
philosophical purpose.  

Excellent contextualization of 
primary sources in illustrating 
historical significance and relation 
to contemporary society. 

Primary Source material is  

• effective in providing good evidence to support key points within the overall argument.
• smoothly integrated into the paper with an excellent balance of material and discussion
• correctly documented within the paper through parenthetical citations and at the end through the 

works cited page.
Satisfactory Ability to repeat and discuss facts and 

details found within at least one area of 
historical, cultural, or philosophical 
purpose. 

Good contextualization of primary 
sources in illustrating historical 
significance and relation to 
contemporary society.  

Most source material is  
• acceptable evidence in validating relevant and key points in the overall argument.
• acceptably integrated into the text of the paper with a satisfactory balance between source material 

and discussion 
• acceptably documented within the paper and at the end through the works cited page.

Unsatisfactory Misunderstanding of the work(s).  No 
identity of historical, cultural, or 
philosophical context.  

Use of irrelevant primary source 
material.  Lack of demonstration of 
any historical significance and 
failure to relate to contemporary 
society. 

• Little to no real evidence provided by primary source(s) 
• Citations predominantly incorrect or non-existent
• Works cited entries predominantly incorrect or nonexistent

New SLO #4: In written assignments, students will correctly incorporate secondary sources in their own original arguments about works of 
prose, poetry, or drama in American literature during the period of Inception-1865.  

• 70% of students will demonstrate at least a “Satisfactory” level achievement based on similar rubric.
• Sample Evaluation Rubric for New SLO #4

Ability to locate relevant and effective secondary 
sources 

Ability to effectively integrate material from secondary sources and to correctly document, using MLA style  

Excellent Demonstration of ability to locate excellent sources:  
• appropriate 
• credible, authoritative 
• relevant to the topic
• effective in presenting argument 

Source material is  
• -effective in providing good evidence to support key points within the overall argument.
• -smoothly integrated into the paper with an excellent balance of primary and secondary source material and discussion
• -correctly documented within the paper through parenthetical citations and at the end through the works cited page.



SLO 2: Scaffolding Assignments 

SLO 2: New Research Essay



Assessment Record 

Program:  Communications – English Assessment Period:  Annual Summary 2021-2022 

Program or Department Mission:  The mission of the Communications Department is to develop in students a desire for excellence in scholarship, an ability to 
communicate effectively, and an appreciation for the humanities.  The department endorses the college’s Mission Statement and strives to uphold its commitment to 
learning. 

Course Student Learning Outcomes & Assessment Plan ENG 252 

Communications Department Level Outcomes 
• Provide quality instruction in developmental and transferable courses through emphasis on continued training and professional

development for faculty.
• Prepare students to continue their education at four-year institutions or to enter the workforce.
• Offer courses that allow students to develop communication skills and knowledge for personal enrichment or for job advancement.

Course Outcomes Assessed 
Students will: 

• Critically examine characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and times, historical forces, philosophical
movements, and key terms for genres of literature and literary movements in American literature during the period of 1865-Present.

• Critically review major works of prose, poetry, or drama in American literature during the period of 1865-Present and compose an
original extended written assignment reflecting on both the literature and its contemporary or modern social and cultural movements
by clearly and correctly integrating supporting primary evidence and valid secondary sources.

Intended Outcomes Means of Assessment Criteria for 
Success 

Summary & Analysis of Assessment 
Evidence Use of Results 

SLO 1: Critically examine 
characteristics of literary 
periods, cultural 
conditions of the writers 
and times, historical 
forces, philosophical 
movements, and key 
terms for genres of 

Evaluation 1:  Through 
exam questions, students 
will recognize and/or 
discuss the following: 
Characteristics of the 
literary periods; Cultural 
conditions of the writers 
and times; Historical 
forces; Philosophical 
movements; and Key 

Eval 1:  70% of 
students will 
demonstrate a 
satisfactory level 
of achievement on 
instructor made 
exams. A rubric 
may be used to 
determine success 
levels.  

Fall 2021-Summer 2022: 
Number of Students Assessed 
320 Students assessed/12 sections 

295/320 students fulfilled this outcome. 
(92%) 

Yearly Campus Summary 
Number of Students Assessed 

The prereading questions or reading 
guides that were implemented helped 
students make connections between the 
literature and its historical, cultural, and 
philosophical context, as well identify 
terminology related to the genres and 
literary movements. Students found these 
tools extremely helpful to their 



literature and literary 
movements in American 
literature during the 
period of 1865-Present. 

terms for genres of 
literature and literary 
movements. 

Exam question, format, 
etc., may differ by 
instructor.  

Shelby:  124/132 (93%) 
Jefferson:  50/55 (90%) 
Clanton:  41/46 (89%) 
Pell City:  80/87 (91%) 

understanding of the texts. The use of 
collaborative social annotation sites such 
as Perusall was also effective in increasing 
students’ engagement with the texts. 
Students cited such activities as extremely 
beneficial.  Because the 2021-2022 AY is 
the end of the 3-year cycle, the department 
has planned changes to this SLO. The new 
outcome will split this all-encompassing 
outcome into two separate outcomes, one 
focusing on the contextual background and 
one on the literary terminology related to 
the genres and literary movements. 
Instructors will continue teaching the 
context and literary terminology through 
new lectures.  The new assessment models 
will be objective/subjective exam questions 
using newly created rubrics to evaluate each 
SLO separately. 

SLO 2:  Critically review 
major works of prose, 
poetry, or drama in 
American literature during 
the period of 1865-Present 
and compose an original 
extended written 
assignment reflecting on 
both the literature and its 
contemporary or modern 
social and cultural 
movements by clearly and 
correctly integrating 
supporting primary 
evidence and valid 
secondary sources. 

Evaluation 2:  In their 
essays, students will 
Analyze and 
contextualize a work of 
literature from the period 
in its historical, cultural 
and philosophical 
background; 
compare/contrast the 
literature of an historical 
period to its 
contemporary or modern 
culture; Locate and 
integrate relevant and 
effective secondary 
sources; Compose an 
argument correctly 
integrating and 
documenting both 

Eval 2:  70% of 
students will 
demonstrate at 
least a 
“Satisfactory” 
level achievement 
based on similar 
rubric. 

Fall 2021-Summer 2022: 
Number of Students Assessed 
319 Students assessed/12 sections 

267/319 students fulfilled this outcome. 
(83%) 

Yearly Campus Summary 
Number of Students Assessed 
Shelby:  110/132 (83%) 
Jefferson:     45/55 (81%) 
Clanton:  32/45 (71%) 
Pell City:  80/87 (91%) 

Instructors included new lessons on how to 
use quotations and on distinguishing 
between primary and secondary sources. 
Although these strategies were effective, 
particularly in relation to students’ use of 
primary sources, secondary sources remain 
an issue. Therefore, the department decided 
to divide SLO 2 into two separate SLOs. 
The new SLO 3 will only focus on use of 
primary source material to contextualize a 
work of literature and to support analysis of 
the thematic/aesthetic significance in their 
writing. The new SLO 4 will focus on 
finding and using secondary sources to 
support the argument. Instructors created 
new rubrics for each SLO to assess 
students’ separate understanding of primary 
and secondary source use. An example new 
strategy is to include secondary source 
material in all writing assignments through 



primary and secondary 
sources in MLA style. 

Example Prompt 
(Prompts may vary by 
instructor.) 

a scaffolding process from using an 
assigned secondary source to using the 
Library Guide to locate and correctly use 
additional secondary sources.  

Plan Submission Date:    Submitted By:   Communications Department 



SLO 1: 

SLO 1: 
Students will critically examine characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and times, historical forces, philosophical 

movements, and key terms for genres of literature and literary movements in American literature during the period of Inception-1865. 

Excellent Thorough ability to connect and communicate characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and times, historical forces, 
philosophical movements, and key terms, or at least 90% of exam questions correct  

Satisfactory Limited, yet mostly correct ability to connect and communicate characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and times, 
historical forces, philosophical movements, and key terms; or at least 70% of exam questions correct 

Unsatisfactory Inability to connect or communicate characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and times, historical forces, philosophical 
movements, and key terms; or less than 70% of exam questions correct 



SLO 1: 

SLO 1: 



SLO 1: 

SLO 1: 
• Of all the tools we used this semester, I really felt like Perusall was the most helpful.  In the case of confusing poems such as Robert Frost, it

was always relieving to see what others said if I didn't understand a certain element of the poem.  In addition, if there wasn't any commentary, I
could always start some and then expect an answer from someone soon enough.  This was my first time to use Perusall or anything like it, and I
would highly recommend keeping it in this course for future students to use.

• Perusal, it was great. It is easy to navigate, search, make notes, and see what my classmates had to say about a particular assignment. I found
myself looking for MM's comments each week. His/her insight was helpful.

• Out of all the tools we used throughout this course, I found the Perusall platform most effective in helping me learn the material. First, I love the
Perusall platform because it held me accountable for getting my reading complete. Since each reading assignment required five thoughtful
comments, this allowed me to read in sections and complete one comment each day. This was extremely helpful because I am an extremely
slow reader, and this organized my goals throughout the week in order to get the assignment complete. Secondly, this platform was a helpful
guide for completing other assignments. I found it very useful when we had to create our theme analysis for a piece of literature. This is because
I was able to go back to my comments and read through ideas that I had found interesting. Using my comments as a reference, I was able to
develop a theme statement without any difficulty. Lastly, I believe Perusall was an excellent way in which I could get to know other classmates. I
enjoyed being able to see other people's perspectives and opinions throughout the reading assignments. Some of the pieces of literature were a
little more difficult to understand, however having other people's comments really helped clear up some confusion about certain parts of the
story.



 
 

SLO 1: 
New SLO 1 
• Student will distinguish characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions, historical forces, and philosophical movements related 

to the writers and their works in American literature during the period of 1865-Present. 

New SLO 2 
• The student will correlate key terms related to the genres and literary movements in American literature during the period of 1865-

Present. 

SLO 1: 

 

SLO 1: 

 



 
 

SLO 1: 
SLO #1 

Excellent Thorough ability to distinguish characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and times, 
historical forces, and philosophical movements; or at least 90% of exam questions correct 

Satisfactory Limited, yet mostly correct ability to connect and communicate characteristics of literary periods, cultural 
conditions of the writers and times, historical forces, and philosophical movements; or at least 70% of exam 
questions correct 

Unsatisfactory Inability to connect or communicate characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and 
times, historical forces, and philosophical movements; or less than 70% of exam questions correct 

SLO #2 
Excellent Thorough ability to correlate key terms related to the genres and literary movements; or at least 90% of exam 

questions correct 

Satisfactory Limited, yet mostly correct ability to correlate key terms related to the genres and literary movements; or at least 
70% of exam questions correct 

Unsatisfactory Inability to correlate key terms related to the genres and literary movements; or less than 70% of exam questions 
correct 

 

SLO 2: 

 



 
 

SLO 2: 

 

SLO 2: 

 



 
 

 SLO 2: 

 
SLO 2: 
New SLO 3 

• The student will review major works of prose, poetry, or drama in[American literature] during the period of 1865-Present and compose 
written assignments reflecting on both the literature and its contemporary or modern social and cultural movements by correctly integrating 
primary evidence.   

New SLO 4 
• The student will correctly incorporate secondary sources in their own original arguments about works of prose, poetry, or drama in 

American literature during the period of 1865-Present. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

SLO 2: 

  

SLO 2: 
SLO 3 Ability to analyze and 

contextualize cultural, 
historical, and 
philosophical forces in the 
primary work, using the 
literary terms correctly 

Ability to reflect on a primary 
work of literature’s thematic and 
aesthetic context of its time and 
relate it to modern social and 
cultural movements 

Ability to effectively integrate material from primary source and to correctly 
document, using MLA style.   

Excellent Thorough ability to interpret 
and discuss facts found 
within all three aspects of 
historical, cultural, and 
philosophical purpose.  

Excellent contextualization of 
primary sources in illustrating 
historical significance and relation 
to contemporary society.  

Primary Source material is  

• effective in providing good evidence to support key points within the overall 
argument.    

• smoothly integrated into the paper with an excellent balance of material and 
discussion  

• correctly documented within the paper through parenthetical citations and at the end 
through the works cited page. 

Satisfactory Ability to repeat and discuss 
facts and details found within 
at least one area of historical, 
cultural, or philosophical 
purpose. 

Good contextualization of primary 
sources in illustrating historical 
significance and relation to 
contemporary society.  

Most source material is   

• acceptable evidence in validating relevant and key points in the overall argument.  
• acceptably integrated into the text of the paper with a satisfactory balance between 

source material and discussion  
• acceptably documented within the paper and at the end through the works cited page.  

Unsatisfactory Misunderstanding of the 
work(s).  No identity of 
historical, cultural, or 
philosophical context.  

Use of irrelevant primary source 
material.  Lack of demonstration of 
any historical significance and 
failure to relate to contemporary 
society.  

• Little to no real evidence provided by primary source(s)  
• Citations predominantly incorrect or non-existent   
• Works cited entries predominantly incorrect or nonexistent  



 
 

SLO 4 Ability to locate relevant and effective 
secondary sources  

Ability to effectively integrate material from secondary sources and to correctly document, using MLA 
style  

Excellent Demonstration of ability to locate excellent 
sources:  

• appropriate  
• credible, authoritative  
• relevant to the topic  
• effective in presenting argument  

Source material is  

• effective in providing good evidence to support key points within the overall argument.    
• smoothly integrated into the paper with an excellent balance of primary and secondary source material 

and discussion  
• correctly documented within the paper through parenthetical citations and at the end through the works 

cited page. 

Satisfactory Demonstration of ability to locate satisfactory 
sources:  

• Credible, authoritative  
• Relevant to topic 

 

Most source material is   

• acceptable evidence in validating relevant and key points in the overall argument.  
• acceptably integrated into the text of the paper with a satisfactory balance between source material and 

discussion  
• acceptably documented within the paper and at the end.  

 

Unsatisfactory Sources are unsatisfactory:  
• No secondary sources  
• Secondary sources that are not authoritative, 

credible, or appropriate  
• Secondary sources are either not relevant or 

barely relevant to topic  
  

• Little to no use of the secondary sources  
• Secondary-source material is not relevant or does not support the argument  
• Citations predominantly incorrect or non-existent   
• Works cited entries predominantly incorrect or nonexistent  

SLO 2: 

 

 

 



Assessment Record 

Program:  Communications – English Assessment Period:  Annual Summary 2021-2022 

Program or Department Mission:  The mission of the Communications Department is to develop in students a desire for excellence in scholarship, an ability to 
communicate effectively, and an appreciation for the humanities.  The department endorses the college’s Mission Statement and strives to uphold its commitment to 
learning. 

Course Student Learning Outcomes & Assessment Plan ENG 261 

Communications Department Level Outcomes 
• Provide quality instruction in developmental and transferable courses through emphasis on continued training and professional

development for faculty.
• Prepare students to continue their education at four-year institutions or to enter the workforce.
• Offer courses that allow students to develop communication skills and knowledge for personal enrichment or for job advancement.

Course Outcomes Assessed 
Students will: 

• Critically examine characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and times, historical forces, philosophical
movements, and key terms for genres of literature and literary movements in British literature during the period of Inception-End of
18th Century.

• Critically review major works of prose, poetry, or drama in British literature during the period of Inception-End of 18th Century and
compose an original extended written assignment reflecting on both the literature and its contemporary or modern social and cultural
movements by clearly and correctly integrating supporting primary evidence and valid secondary sources.

Intended Outcomes Means of Assessment Criteria for 
Success 

Summary & Analysis of Assessment 
Evidence Use of Results 

SLO 1: Critically 
examine characteristics of 
literary periods, cultural 
conditions of the writers 
and times, historical 
forces, philosophical 
movements, and key 

Evaluation 1:  Through 
exam questions, students 
will recognize and/or 
discuss the following: 
Characteristics of the 
literary periods; Cultural 
conditions of the writers 
and times; Historical 

Eval 1:  70% of 
students will 
demonstrate a 
satisfactory level 
of achievement on 
instructor provided 
assessment. 

Fall 2021-Summer 2022: 
Number of Students Assessed 
97 Students assessed/5 sections 

88/97 students fulfilled this outcome. 
(90%) 

Observations/Changes Instructors used 
new pedagogical tools such as flow charts, 
alternative/speculative versions of literature 
and poetry, and creative writing 
assignments to help engage students in 
entertaining ways of looking at literary 
periods, cultural conditions, philosophical 
moments, and key terms in British 



terms for genres of 
literature and literary 
movements in British 
literature during the 
period of Inception-End of 
18th Century. 

forces; Philosophical 
movements; and Key 
terms for genres of 
literature and literary 
movements. 

Yearly Campus Summary 
Number of Students Assessed 
Shelby:  68/75 (90%) 
Jefferson:     20/22 (90%) 

literature. In order to further increase 
student success in this area, the SLO will be 
split into two specific, assessable learning 
outcomes as shown by the New SLO 1 and 
2 Petition. In the upcoming year, the 
department will meet the new SLO 1 by 
implementing a means of showing fictional 
vs. evidence based historical narratives to 
emphasize differences in eras and historical 
concepts. This will include a reading list 
showing fictional and historical works 
during same or different time periods. For 
New SLO 2, instructors will implement a 
documented list of genre specific 
terminology, such as poetic terms in English 
Renaissance literature.  

SLO 2:  Critically review 
major works of prose, 
poetry, or drama in British 
literature during the 
period of Inception-End of 
18th Century and compose 
an original extended 
written assignment 
reflecting on both the 
literature and its 
contemporary or modern 
social and cultural 
movements by clearly and 
correctly integrating 
supporting primary 
evidence and valid 
secondary sources. 

Evaluation 2:  In their 
essays, students will 
Analyze and 
contextualize a work of 
literature from the period 
in its historical, cultural 
and philosophical 
background; 
compare/contrast the 
literature of an historical 
period to its 
contemporary or modern 
culture; Locate and 
integrate relevant and 
effective secondary 
sources; Compose an 
argument correctly 
integrating and 
documenting both 
primary and secondary 
sources in MLA style. 

Eval 2:  70% of 
students will 
demonstrate at 
least a 
“Satisfactory” 
level achievement 
based on similar 
rubric. 

Fall 2021-Summer 2022: 
Number of Students Assessed 
98 Students assessed/5 sections 

85/98 students fulfilled this outcome. 
(86%) 

Yearly Campus Summary 
Number of Students Assessed 
Shelby:  67/75 (89%) 
Jefferson:     18/23 (78%) 

Observations/Changes: Instructors used 
modeling research, provided specific line-
by-line outlines, and utilized JSCC’s 
academic journals and databases. Instructors 
also plan to use more process writing, 
individual projects with real-life 
connections, rough drafts, peer reviews, 
conferencing, paper checklists, and creative 
paper topic options. To improve 
performance in this area, the SLO will be 
split into two specific, assessable learning 
outcomes as shown by the New SLO 3 and 
4 Petition. In the upcoming year, the 
department will implement annotation 
sheets related to primary sources to aid 
students in the New SLO 3 and viewing 
example essays with source use explanation 
to aid students in the New SLO 4.  

Plan Submission Date:    Submitted By:   Communications Department 



SLO 1: 

SLO 1: 
Students will critically examine characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and times, historical forces, philosophical 

movements, and key terms for genres of literature and literary movements in American literature during the period of Inception-1865. 

Excellent Thorough ability to connect and communicate characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and times, historical forces, 
philosophical movements, and key terms, or at least 90% of exam questions correct  

Satisfactory Limited, yet mostly correct ability to connect and communicate characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and times, 
historical forces, philosophical movements, and key terms; or at least 70% of exam questions correct 

Unsatisfactory Inability to connect or communicate characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and times, historical forces, philosophical 
movements, and key terms; or less than 70% of exam questions correct 
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Assessment Record 
 

 
Program:  Communications – English      Assessment Period:  Annual Summary 2021-2022 

Program or Department Mission:  The mission of the Communications Department is to develop in students a desire for excellence in scholarship, an ability to 
communicate effectively, and an appreciation for the humanities.  The department endorses the college’s Mission Statement and strives to uphold its commitment to 
learning. 

Course Student Learning Outcomes & Assessment Plan ENG 262 
 

Communications Department Level Outcomes 
• Provide quality instruction in developmental and transferable courses through emphasis on continued training and professional 

development for faculty. 
• Prepare students to continue their education at four-year institutions or to enter the workforce.  
• Offer courses that allow students to develop communication skills and knowledge for personal enrichment or for job advancement. 

 
Course Outcomes Assessed 
Students will: 

• Critically examine characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and times, historical forces, philosophical 
movements, and key terms for genres of literature and literary movements in British literature during the period of Late 18th 
Century-Present. 

• Critically review major works of prose, poetry, or drama in British literature during the period of Late 18th Century-Present and 
compose an original extended written assignment reflecting on both the literature and its contemporary or modern social and cultural 
movements by clearly and correctly integrating supporting primary evidence and valid secondary sources. 

Intended Outcomes Means of Assessment Criteria for 
Success 

Summary & Analysis of Assessment 
Evidence Use of Results 

SLO 1: Critically examine 
characteristics of literary 
periods, cultural 
conditions of the writers 
and times, historical 
forces, philosophical 
movements, and key 

Evaluation 1:  Through 
exam questions, students 
will recognize and/or 
discuss the following: 
Characteristics of the 
literary periods; Cultural 
conditions of the writers 
and times; Historical 

Eval 1:  70% of 
students will 
demonstrate a 
satisfactory level 
of achievement on 
instructor provided 
assessment. 

Fall 2021-Summer 2022:  
Number of Students Assessed 
74 Students assessed/3 sections  
 
59/74 students fulfilled this outcome.  
(79%) 
 
 

Observations/Changes: Instructors used 
more low stakes assessments, including 
Kahoot surveys/Quizzes,  reflection 
questions, and storyboards to differentiate 
instruction. In order to further increase 
student success in this area, the SLO will be 
split into two specific, assessable learning 



 
 

terms for genres of 
literature and literary 
movements in British 
literature during the 
period of Late 18th 
Century-Present. 

 

forces; Philosophical 
movements; and Key 
terms for genres of 
literature and literary 
movements. 

Yearly Campus Summary 
Number of Students Assessed 
Shelby:  44/53 (83%) 
Pell City :  15/21 (71%) 
 

outcomes as shown by the New SLO 1 and 
2 Petition. In the upcoming year, the 
department will meet the new SLO 1 by 
implementing a means of showing fictional 
vs. evidence based historical narratives to 
emphasize differences in eras and historical 
concepts. This will include a reading list 
showing fictional and historical works 
during same or different time periods. For 
New SLO 2, instructors will implement a 
documented list of genre specific 
terminology, such as literary terms and 
distinctions in modern English literature. 

SLO 2:  Critically review 
major works of prose, 
poetry, or drama in British 
literature during the 
period of Late 18th 
Century-Present and 
compose an original 
extended written 
assignment reflecting on 
both the literature and its 
contemporary or modern 
social and cultural 
movements by clearly and 
correctly integrating 
supporting primary 
evidence and valid 
secondary sources. 

 

Evaluation 2:  In their 
essays, students will 
Analyze and 
contextualize a work of 
literature from the period 
in its historical, cultural 
and philosophical 
background; 
compare/contrast the 
literature of an historical 
period to its 
contemporary or modern 
culture; Locate and 
integrate relevant and 
effective secondary 
sources; Compose an 
argument correctly 
integrating and 
documenting both 
primary and secondary 
sources in MLA style. 

Eval 2:  70% of 
students will 
demonstrate at 
least a 
“Satisfactory” 
level achievement 
based on similar 
rubric. 

Fall 2021-Summer 2022:  
Number of Students Assessed 
74 Students assessed/3 sections  
 
57/74 students fulfilled this outcome.  
(77%) 
 
 
Yearly Campus Summary 
Number of Students Assessed 
Shelby:  41/53 (77%) 
Pell City :  16/21 (76%) 
 

Observations/Changes: Instructors used 
scaffolding and process writing methods 
such as checklists, rough drafts, 
conferencing, thesis-building activities, and 
peer review worksheets To improve 
performance in this area, the SLO will be 
split into two specific, assessable learning 
outcomes as shown by the New SLO 3 and 
4 Petition. In the upcoming year, the 
department will implement annotation 
sheets related to primary sources to aid 
students in the New SLO 3 and viewing 
example essays with source use explanation 
to aid students in the New SLO 4.  

 

Plan Submission Date:     Submitted By:   Communications Department 
 
 
 

 



 
 

SLO 1: 

 

SLO 1: 
 Students will critically examine characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and times, historical forces, philosophical 

movements, and key terms for genres of literature and literary movements in American literature during the period of Inception-1865. 

Excellent Thorough ability to connect and communicate characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and times, historical forces, 
philosophical movements, and key terms, or at least 90% of exam questions correct  

Satisfactory Limited, yet mostly correct ability to connect and communicate characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and times, 
historical forces, philosophical movements, and key terms; or at least 70% of exam questions correct 

Unsatisfactory Inability to connect or communicate characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and times, historical forces, philosophical 
movements, and key terms; or less than 70% of exam questions correct 
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Assessment Record 

Program:  Communications – English Assessment Period:  Annual Summary 2021-2022 

Program or Department Mission:  The mission of the Communications Department is to develop in students a desire for excellence in scholarship, an ability to 
communicate effectively, and an appreciation for the humanities.  The department endorses the college’s Mission Statement and strives to uphold its commitment to 
learning. 

Course Student Learning Outcomes & Assessment Plan ENG 271 

Communications Department Level Outcomes 
• Provide quality instruction in developmental and transferable courses through emphasis on continued training and professional

development for faculty.
• Prepare students to continue their education at four-year institutions or to enter the workforce.
• Offer courses that allow students to develop communication skills and knowledge for personal enrichment or for job advancement.

Course Outcomes Assessed 
Students will: 

• Critically examine characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and times, historical forces, philosophical
movements, and key terms for genres of literature and literary movements in World literature during the period of Inception-Mid
17th Century.

• Critically review major works of prose, poetry, or drama in World literature during the period of Inception-Mid 17th Century and
compose an original extended written assignment reflecting on both the literature and its contemporary or modern social and cultural
movements by clearly and correctly integrating supporting primary evidence and valid secondary sources.

Intended Outcomes Means of Assessment Criteria for 
Success 

Summary & Analysis of Assessment 
Evidence Use of Results 

SLO 1: Critically 
examine characteristics of 
literary periods, cultural 
conditions of the writers 
and times, historical 
forces, philosophical 
movements, and key 

Evaluation 1:  Through 
exam questions, students 
will recognize and/or 
discuss the following on 
an instructor provided 
assessment: 
Characteristics of the 
literary periods; Cultural 

Eval 1:  70% of 
students will 
demonstrate a 
satisfactory level 
of achievement on 
instructor provided 
assessment. 

Fall 2021-Summer 2022: 
Number of Students Assessed 
112 Students assessed/4 sections 

108/112 students fulfilled this outcome. 
(96%) 

Observations/Changes: Instructors used 
discussion boards and written lectures on 
background information and assigned 
reading as well as improved discussion 
prompts and study questions to highlight the 
important historical, cultural, and 
philosophical forces in the literature. To aid 



terms for genres of 
literature and literary 
movements in World 
literature during the 
period of Inception-Mid 
17th Century. 

conditions of the writers 
and times; Historical 
forces; Philosophical 
movements; and Key 
terms for genres of 
literature and literary 
movements. 

Yearly Campus Summary 
Number of Students Assessed 
Shelby:  108/112 (96%) 

in clearly assessing student learning, the 
department petitioned to split this outcome 
into two separate outcomes for the new 3-
year assessment cycle. Instructors plan to 
incorporate video lectures or video 
introductions for the major time periods to 
enable students to connect the themes and 
heroes they study in the course to pop 
culture and their everyday lives for SLO 1. 
For SLO 2, instructors plan on using 
terminology lists for genres and literary 
works. to aid student understanding. 

SLO 2:  Critically review 
major works of prose, 
poetry, or drama in World 
literature during the 
period of Inception-Mid 
17th Century and compose 
an original extended 
written assignment 
reflecting on both the 
literature and its 
contemporary or modern 
social and cultural 
movements by clearly and 
correctly integrating 
supporting primary 
evidence and valid 
secondary sources. 

Evaluation 2:  In their 
essays, students will 
Analyze and 
contextualize a work of 
literature from the period 
in its historical, cultural 
and philosophical 
background; 
compare/contrast the 
literature of an historical 
period to its 
contemporary or modern 
culture; Locate and 
integrate relevant and 
effective secondary 
sources; Compose an 
argument correctly 
integrating and 
documenting both 
primary and secondary 
sources in MLA style. 

Eval 2:  70% of 
students will 
demonstrate at 
least a 
“Satisfactory” 
level achievement 
based on similar 
rubric. 

Fall 2021-Summer 2022: 
Number of Students Assessed 
106 Students assessed/4 sections 

84/106 students fulfilled this outcome. 
(79%) 

Yearly Campus Summary 
Number of Students Assessed 
Shelby :  84/106 (79%) 

Observations/Changes: Instructors used a 
library research guide designed by our 
librarians and citation tools within the 
library’s website, along with a grading 
rubric and updated videos that instruct 
students on how to use the library research 
guide, including how to find and cite 
sources, create their Works Cited entries, 
etc. Moving forward, the department 
petitioned to split this outcome into two 
separate outcomes – one for incorporating 
primary evidence in written assignments, 
and one for incorporating secondary sources 
in their arguments. This will allow 
instructors to isolate specific data relating to 
students’ separate understanding of primary 
and secondary source use and to respond 
with appropriate instruction. To aid 
students’ learning for SLO 3, instructors 
plan on using online handbooks and guides 
to demonstrate proper integration. For SLO 
4, instructors plan to aid students’ learning 
with videos about citing and examples in 
class with instruction.  

Plan Submission Date:    Submitted By:   Communications Department 



 
 

SLO 1: 

 

SLO 1: 
 Students will critically examine characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and times, historical forces, philosophical 

movements, and key terms for genres of literature and literary movements in American literature during the period of Inception-1865. 

Excellent Thorough ability to connect and communicate characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and times, historical forces, 
philosophical movements, and key terms, or at least 90% of exam questions correct  

Satisfactory Limited, yet mostly correct ability to connect and communicate characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and times, 
historical forces, philosophical movements, and key terms; or at least 70% of exam questions correct 

Unsatisfactory Inability to connect or communicate characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and times, historical forces, philosophical 
movements, and key terms; or less than 70% of exam questions correct 
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SLO 1: 
Petition to Change SLO 1 
Justification for Change (include data from previous assessment records) 

The original SLO presented a success rate over 80% during the cycle. This change is to split an all-encompassing SLO into 
two separate and more manageable learning outcomes. The Literature SLO committee determined the background context 
should be separated from the structural and literary terms related to the literature. The change will allow instructors to garner 
more specific data on areas which present difficulties for students. 
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Assessment Record 

Program:  Communications – English Assessment Period:  Annual Summary 2021-2022 

Program or Department Mission:  The mission of the Communications Department is to develop in students a desire for excellence in scholarship, an ability to 
communicate effectively, and an appreciation for the humanities.  The department endorses the college’s Mission Statement and strives to uphold its commitment to 
learning. 

Course Student Learning Outcomes & Assessment Plan ENG 272 

Communications Department Level Outcomes 
• Provide quality instruction in developmental and transferable courses through emphasis on continued training and professional

development for faculty.
• Prepare students to continue their education at four-year institutions or to enter the workforce.
• Offer courses that allow students to develop communication skills and knowledge for personal enrichment or for job advancement.

Course Outcomes Assessed 
Students will: 

• Critically examine characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and times, historical forces, philosophical
movements, and key terms for genres of literature and literary movements in World literature during the period of Mid 17th Century-
Present.

• Critically review major works of prose, poetry, or drama in World literature during the period of Mid 17th Century-Present and
compose an original extended written assignment reflecting on both the literature and its contemporary or modern social and cultural
movements by clearly and correctly integrating supporting primary evidence and valid secondary sources.

Intended Outcomes Means of Assessment Criteria for 
Success 

Summary & Analysis of Assessment 
Evidence Use of Results 

SLO 1: Critically 
examine characteristics of 
literary periods, cultural 
conditions of the writers 
and times, historical 
forces, philosophical 
movements, and key 

Evaluation 1:  Through 
exam questions on an 
instructor provided 
assessment, students will 
recognize and/or discuss 
the following: 
Characteristics of the 
literary periods; Cultural 

Eval 1:  70% of 
students will 
demonstrate a 
satisfactory level 
of achievement on 
instructor provided 
assessment  based 

Fall 2021-Summer 2022: 
Number of Students Assessed 
65 Students assessed/3 sections 

58/65 students fulfilled this outcome. 
(89%) 

Observations/Changes: Instructors used 
lectures, discussion boards, and in-depth 
study questions that serve as mini essays 
and building blocks for their two major 
papers in the course to help students grasp 
the complex historical, philosophical, and 
cultural conditions of the literature. To aid 



terms for genres of 
literature and literary 
movements in World 
literature during the 
period of Mid-17th 
Century-Present. 

conditions of the writers 
and times; Historical 
forces; Philosophical 
movements; and Key 
terms for genres of 
literature and literary 
movements. 

on the following 
rubric. 

Yearly Campus Summary 
Number of Students Assessed 
Shelby:  42/44 (95%) 
Clanton:  16/21 (76%) 

in clearly assessing student learning, the 
department petitioned to split this outcome 
into two separate outcomes to allow 
instructors to garner more specific data on 
areas which present difficulties for students. 
Instructors plan to incorporate video 
lectures or video introductions for the major 
time periods and to enable students to 
connect the themes and heroes they study in 
the course to pop culture and their everyday 
lives for SLO 1. For SLO 2, instructors plan 
on using terminology lists for genres and 
literary works to aid in student 
understanding.   

SLO 2:  Critically review 
major works of prose, 
poetry, or drama in World 
literature during the 
period of Mid-17th 
Century-Present and 
compose an original 
extended written 
assignment reflecting on 
both the literature and its 
contemporary or modern 
social and cultural 
movements by clearly and 
correctly integrating 
supporting primary 
evidence and valid 
secondary sources. 

Evaluation 2:  In their 
essays, students will 
Analyze and 
contextualize a work of 
literature from the period 
in its historical, cultural 
and philosophical 
background; 
compare/contrast the 
literature of an historical 
period to its 
contemporary or modern 
culture; Locate and 
integrate relevant and 
effective secondary 
sources; Compose an 
argument correctly 
integrating and 
documenting both 
primary and secondary 
sources in MLA style. 

Eval 2:  70% of 
students will 
demonstrate at 
least a 
“Satisfactory” 
level achievement 
based on similar 
rubric. 

Fall 2021-Summer 2022: 
Number of Students Assessed 
64 Students assessed/3 sections 

59/64 students fulfilled this outcome. 
(92%) 

Yearly Campus Summary 
Number of Students Assessed 
Shelby:  40/45 (88%) 
Clanton:  19/19 (100%) 

Observations/Changes: Instructors used a 
stepping stone approach that included in-
depth study questions, which students built 
on for their first response paper and 
research papers, using Library resources 
and a personalized video to aid students in 
incorporating secondary sources. To aid in 
clearly assessing student learning, the 
department petitioned to split this outcome 
into two separate outcomes to better isolate 
specific data relating to students’ separate 
understanding of primary and secondary 
source use and to respond with appropriate 
instruction. To aid students’ learning for 
SLO 3, instructors plan on using online 
handbooks and guides to demonstrate 
proper integration. For SLO 4, instructors 
plan to aid students’ learning with videos 
about citing and examples in class with 
instruction. 

Plan Submission Date:    Submitted By:   Communications Department 



 
 

SLO 1: 

 

SLO 1: 

 Students will critically examine characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and times, historical forces, philosophical 
movements, and key terms for genres of literature and literary movements in American literature during the period of Inception-1865. 

Excellent Thorough ability to connect and communicate characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and times, historical forces, 
philosophical movements, and key terms, or at least 90% of exam questions correct  

Satisfactory Limited, yet mostly correct ability to connect and communicate characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and times, 
historical forces, philosophical movements, and key terms; or at least 70% of exam questions correct 

Unsatisfactory Inability to connect or communicate characteristics of literary periods, cultural conditions of the writers and times, historical forces, philosophical 
movements, and key terms; or less than 70% of exam questions correct 
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 Assessment Record 
 

Course Student Learning Outcomes & Assessment Plan 
Instructional Program Outcomes & Assessment Plan for MCM 100 

Intended Outcomes Means of Assessment Criteria for Success Summary & Analysis of 
Assessment Evidence Use of Results 

SLO 1: Recognize 
theories of the nature of 
communication and 
apply knowledge of 
these theories.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Students will answer 
embedded questions in 
a unit exam related to 
theories of the nature 
of communication.  
 
 
 
 
 

70% of students will 
demonstrate satisfactory 
ability to correctly answer 
questions related to 
theories of the nature of 
communication in an 
exam.  
 

Fall 2021-Summer 2022  
79% of students demonstrated 
satisfactory ability to recognize 
theories of the nature of 
communication and apply 
knowledge of these theories in an 
objective unit exam. 
 
Number of Students Assessed: 
19 Students assessed/1 section  
 
Annual Summary: 
15/19 students fulfilled this 
outcome.  
 
 

Observations/Changes: During the current year, 
79% of students demonstrated knowledge of theories 
of the nature of communication in quizzes/exams. 
This year’s assessment included outside readings 
with additional material for review. Instructors 
included additional questions that covered more 
Supporting Textbook Material. The 2021-2022 
exams were expanded to include more fill-in-the-
blank and short-answer questions in order to 
accommodate additional learning styles.  Also, 
students were encouraged to reference the Weekly 
Assignment Readings in their critical thinking 
discussion questions as a way to continue applying 
mass communication theories to course work.  This 
year marks the end of the current assessment cycle. 
Instructors have worked to improve this aspect of the 
course and will work to improve another area for the 
next cycle. Going forward, more emphasis may be 
placed on mass communication. For the next 
assessment cycle, SLOs will be examined and 
revised to better suit content of this mass 
communications survey course (syllabus).  For the 
next assessment cycle, the committee has selected a 
new set of SLOs that focus on different course 
objectives. The new SLO#1 will focus on students’ 
ability to demonstrate knowledge of regulatory 
controls which affect mass media and the First 
Amendment. Instructors will use weekly discussion 
questions to apply the material. Students will be 
assessed using  First Amendment Exam Questions 

SLO 2: Utilize an 
organization pattern 
suitable for a simple 
print publication. 

Students complete a 
writing assignment 
using real-world 
examples to 
demonstrate their 
ability to utilize an 
organization pattern 

70% of students will 
successfully complete 
their writing assignment 
according to the updated 
grading rubric.   
 
 
 

Fall 2021-Summer 2022 
81% of students utilized 
appropriate organization in their 
writing assignments. 
 
Number of Students Assessed: 
27 Students assessed/1 section  
 

Observations/Changes: During 2021-2022, 81% of 
students successfully completed their assignment 
according to the rubric. To improve student success, 
instructors placed more emphasis on mass 
communication and journalistic writing. To meet 
SLO#2, a Writing Assignment Rubric was utilized to 
assess students’ ability to produce writing suitable 



 
 

  

suitable for a simple 
print publication. 
 
MCM 100 Writing 
Assignment Rubric 

Annual Summary: 
22/27 students fulfilled this 
outcome.  
 
 

for print publications. The Opinion Essays and the 
Inverted Pyramid Writing Assignment 
have provided students with expanded opportunities 
to explore how mass media industries are impacted 
by major shifts in how media is distributed in our 
society along with technological advancements.   
It has been beneficial to expand the understanding of 
industry/technological shifts in these essays. For the 
next assessment cycle, the department will focus on 
how the First Amendment, Copyright Laws, and 
Libel Laws have shaped these changes or vice versa. 
This focus will be reflected in the course syllabus. 
The new SLO#2 will examine students’ ability to 
demonstrate knowledge of regulatory controls which 
affect mass media and Copyright Laws. Instructors 
will use weekly discussion questions and monthly 
exam questions (T/F, MC, FIB) 2022 Copyright 
Laws Exam Questions will be used to assess SLO 2. 
SLO#3 will assess students’ ability to demonstrate 
knowledge of regulatory controls which affect mass 
media and Libel Laws. Students will be complete 
weekly discussion questions, and monthly exam 
questions (T/F, MC, FIB) 2022 Libel Laws Exam 
Questions will be used to assess this SLO. 
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 Assessment Record 

 

Course Student Learning Outcomes & Assessment Plan for MCM 102  

Intended Outcomes Means of Assessment Criteria for Success 
Summary & Analysis of 

Assessment Evidence 
Use of Results 

SLO 1: Students will use 
credible sources in 
reporting an objective news 
story. 

 

A rubric will be used to 
assess student writing. 

 

 

70% of students will 
correctly use credible 
sources in completion of an 
objective feature news 
story. 

Writing Rubric 

Final Story Writing 
Assignment 

Interview Source Template 
 

 

Fall 2021-Summer 2022: 
81% of students correctly used 
credible sources in completion 
of an objective feature news 
story. 

Number of Students Assessed: 
27 students assessed/2 sections 
 
Annual Summary: 
22 students fulfilled this 
outcome.  
 
This is a low enrollment course 
with only 2 sections being 
offered this year.  

The majority of students assessed used 
credible sources in reporting an objective 
news story. For the 2021-2022 cycle, 
instructors focused on how to guide students 
and measure the ability for students to 
successfully select and interview credible 
sources for feature and investigative story 
reporting.  Students were assessed using 
weekly writing exercises and required source 
templates for their Final Story Writing 
Assignments.  The exercises, quizzes, and 
source templates all proved to be successful 
in guiding students on the process for 
selecting and using credible sources to report 
stories. This year marked the end of the 
current 3-year assessment cycle. For future 
SLOs, it is important to focus on the role of 
editors in the field of journalism and to 
identify how their role also supports the 
credibility of journalists; therefore, the 
department has identified new SLOs for the 
next assessment cycle. These will be 
reflected in the fall syllabus. Students will be 
assessed using weekly chapter quiz questions 
and final exam questions. 

 



SLO 2: Students will 
utilize AP format and style 
in feature writing.  

 

Students will write a 
feature story that 
demonstrates correct use 
of AP style.  

 

70% of students will use 
AP style correctly in a 
feature story. 

AP Style Quizzes 

AP Style Assessment  

Writing Rubric  

Fall 2021-Summer 2022: 
81% of students used AP style 
correctly in a feature story. 
 
Number of Students Assessed: 
27 Students assessed/2 sections 
 
Annual Summary: 
22 students fulfilled this 
outcome.  
 
This is a low enrollment course 
with only 2 sections being 
offered this year.  

Most students were able to use AP Style in 
their writing. Instructors included exercises to 
prepare students for the feature story 
assignment. To emphasize AP Style, a total 
of four AP Style Guidelines quizzes (20 
questions each) focused solely on AP Style 
Guidelines followed by an AP Style 
Assessment (50 questions total) that was 
executed in the first five weeks of the course.  
After completing AP quizzes and an 
assessment, AP Style Guidelines were 
applied and assessed in Feature and 
Investigative Story writing assignments. This 
approach proved to be very successful as a 
way to measure a student’s understanding of 
AP Style Guidelines and how to apply those 
to writing assignments. Additionally, a rubric 
was used to assess use of AP Style in the 
final writing assignment. Since instructors 
have worked to improve instruction and 
practice with AP Style, the department will 
focus on different learning outcomes for the 
next assessment cycle. The new SLO 2 will 
focus on duties of public relations 
practitioners. Students will be assessed using 
Quiz/Exam Questions. SLO 3 will focus on 
duties of journalists and photographers. 
Students will be assessed using weekly 
Quiz/Exam Questions. 
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Assessment Record 
 

 

Program: SPA 101 - Introductory Spanish I   Assessment period: Fall 2021 -  Summer 2022 
 

Program or Department Mission:     
1) Offer opportunities for students to fulfill foreign language degree requirements. 
2) Develop the ability to communicate using the Spanish language. 
3) Develop understanding and appreciation for cultures of Spanish speaking countries.  

 
 

Course Student Learning Outcomes & Assessment Plan 
 

Intended Outcomes Means of Assessment Criteria for Success Summary & Analysis of 
Assessment Evidence Use of Results 

SLO 1:  Demonstrate 
knowledge of Spanish 
vocabulary.  
 
 

Use vocabulary 
presented during the 
course to complete 
short assignments that 
involve writing Spanish. 
 
Link to example rubric 
 
 
Example Activity 
One instructor asked 
students to write a 
paragraph describing 
leisurely activities, 
likes/dislikes, fields of 

70% of students should  
meet the intended 
outcome. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fall 2021 
Shelby Campus (Traditional) 
28 students assessed. 
23 were successful. 
Successful:  82.1% 
 
Online 
100 students assessed. 
82 were successful. 
Successful:  82.0%  
 
Dual Enrollment at HS 
33 students assessed. 
31 were successful. 
Successful: 93.9% 

Give additional writing activities 
that focus on areas that students 
need most help with. Such 
activities could include online 
journal writing, responding to 
writing prompts, writing 
corrections in Spanish, and 
engaging students in daily 
communication using Spanish. 
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study or making a self-
introduction. 
 

 Spring 2022 
Shelby Campus (Traditional) 
11 students assessed. 
9 were successful. 
Successful:  81.8%  
 
Online 
102 students assessed. 
92 were successful. 
Successful:  90.2%  
 
Summer 2022 
Online 
66 students assessed. 
57 were successful. 
Successful:  86.4%  
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SLO 2:  Demonstrate 
knowledge of Spanish 
grammatical structures 
used in spoken language 
 
 
 

Use grammatical 
structures presented in 
the course to complete 
activities that involve 
speaking Spanish. 

Link to example rubric 
 
Example Activity 
One instructor asked 
students to answer 
information questions 
in order to create a 
blog. 
 

70% of students should  
meet the intended 
outcome. 
 
 
 
 
 

Fall 2021 
Shelby Campus (Traditional) 
28 students assessed. 
24 were successful. 
Successful:  85.7%  
 
Online 
100 students assessed. 
85 were successful. 
Successful:  85.0%  
 
Dual Enrollment at HS  
33 students assessed. 
29 were successful. 
Successful: 87.9% 
 
Spring 2022 
Shelby Campus (Traditional) 
11 students assessed. 
8 were successful. 
Successful:  72.7%  
 
Online 
102 students assessed. 
87 were successful. 
Successful:  85.3% 
 
Summer 2022 
Online 
66 students assessed. 
57 were successful. 
Successful:  86.4%  

Record correct pronunciation 
techniques for students who have 
pronunciation issues so they have 
a model to apply to their areas of 
weakness in the spoken language 
using the shadowing technique. 
 
Provide additional activities and 
transcripts to support linguistic 
growth using activities that focus 
on phonetics, repetition, 
intonation, and stress. 
 
Emphasize simple questions and   
statements, high-frequency 
commands, and discussing highly 
predictable, everyday topics 
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SLO 3:  Demonstrate 
knowledge of cultural 
topics from Spanish 
speaking countries. 
 

Demonstrate 
knowledge of Spanish 
speaking countries by 
completing assignments 
that address cultural 
topics. 

Example Activity 
One instructor asked 
students to create a 
short writing 
assignment on a 
cultural topic that 
required research. 

70% of students should 
meet the intended 
outcome. 
 

Fall 2021 
Shelby Campus (Traditional) 
28 students assessed. 
23 were successful. 
Successful:  82.1% 
 
Online 
100 students assessed. 
61 were successful. 
Successful:  61.0%  
 
Dual Enrollment at HS  
33 students assessed. 
33 were successful. 
Successful: 100% 
 
Spring 2022 
Shelby Campus (Traditional) 
11 students assessed. 
8 were successful. 
Successful:  72.7%  
 
Online 
102 students assessed. 
75 were successful. 
Successful:  73.5%  
 
Summer 2022 
Online 
66 students assessed. 
55 were successful. 
Successful:  83.3%  

Utilize National Geographic ¡A 
explorar! Of the sections of 
Plazas, Lugar de Encuentros 
textbook and continue using the 
“Encuentro cultural” modules 
from the e - book its platform 
MindTap (online workbook),  
 
Give additional independent 
research projects to improve 
cultural fluency.   Strengthen 
cultural knowledge through 
activities including  
cross cultural study projects, 
participation in 
events with native speakers, and 
activities that involve engaging in 
heritage event celebrations. 
 
Make use of the activities offered 
in the city, i.e attending “Día de 
los muertos” and “Fiesta” 
(Hispanic Cultural events and 
Latin Cultural Village) celebrated 
every fall. 
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Assessment Record 
 

 

Program: SPA 102 - Introductory Spanish I   Assessment period: Fall 2021 -  Summer 2022 
 

Program or Department Mission:     
1) Offer opportunities for students to fulfill foreign language degree requirements. 
2) Develop the ability to communicate using the Spanish language. 
3) Develop understanding and appreciation for cultures of Spanish speaking countries.  

 
 

Course Student Learning Outcomes & Assessment Plan 
 

Intended Outcomes Means of Assessment Criteria for Success Summary & Analysis of 
Assessment Evidence Use of Results 

SLO 1: Demonstrate 
knowledge of Spanish 
vocabulary.  
 
 

Use vocabulary 
presented during the 
course to complete 
short assignments that 
involve writing Spanish. 
 
Link to example rubric 
 
Example Activity 
One instructor asked 
students to write 
sentences, fill out 
simple forms and 
schedules with basic 
personal information, 

70% of students should  
meet the intended 
outcome. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fall 2021 
Online 
16 students assessed 
14 were successful 
Successful:  87.5% 
 
Spring 2022 
Online 
30 students assessed 
25 were successful 
Successful: 83.3% 
 
 
 
 

Emphasize writing about highly 
predictable, everyday topics. 
 
Give additional writing activities, 
like online journaling, responding 
to prompts, engaging students in 
daily communication, and writing 
corrections.  
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and write short 
messages and 
descriptions about 
themselves and others 
using learned phrases 
and expressions. 

Dual Enrollment at HS 
40 students assessed 
36 were successful 
Successful: 90.0%   
 
Summer 2022 
Online 
27 students assessed 
24 were successful 
Successful: 88.9% 

 

SLO 2:  Demonstrate 
knowledge of Spanish 
grammatical structures 
used in spoken language 
 
 
 

Use grammatical 
structures presented in 
the course to complete 
activities that involve 
speaking Spanish. 

Link to example rubric 
 
Example Activity 
One instructor asked 
students to create 
recordings and 
dialogues and answer 
questions using 
grammatical structures 
that cover commonly 
used conversation 
topics. 
 

70% of students should  
meet the intended 
outcome. 
 
 

Fall 2021 
Online 
16 students assessed 
12 were successful 
Successful: 75.0% 
 
Spring 2022 
Online 
30 students assessed 
28 were successful 
Successful: 93.3%   
 
Dual Enrollment at HS 
40 students assessed 
33 were successful 
Successful: 82.5% 
 
Summer 2022 
Online 
27 students assessed 
7 were successful 
Successful:  25.9% 
 

Create transcripts to support 
linguistic growth using activities 
that focus on phonetics, 
repetition, intonation, and stress. 
 
Create recordings that model 
correct pronunciation techniques 
that student can shadow to 
improve their ability to speak 
Spanish. 
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SLO 3:  Demonstrate 
knowledge of cultural 
topics from Spanish 
speaking countries. 
 

Demonstrate 
knowledge of Spanish 
speaking countries by 
completing assignments 
that address cultural 
topics. 

Link to example rubric 
 

Example Activity 
One instructor asked 
students to complete a 
short writing 
assignment on a 
cultural topic that 
required research. 
 

70% of students should 
meet the intended 
outcome. 
 

Fall 2021 
Online 
16 students assessed 
14 were successful 
Successful:  87.5% 
 
Spring 2022 
Online 
30 students assessed 
18 were successful 
Successful: 60.0% 
 
Dual Enrollment at HS 
40 students assessed 
34 were successful 
Successful: 85.0% 
 
Summer 2022 
Online 
27 students assessed 
12 were successful 
Successful:  44.4% 

Emphasize describing customs, 
lifestyles, and environments of 
Spanish-speaking areas. 
 
Use independent research 
projects and cross-cultural study 
projects to improve cultural 
fluency.   
 
Encourage participation in 
events with native speakers and 
activities that involve engaging in 
heritage event celebrations. 
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Assessment Record 
 

 

Program: Communications- SPH 106   Assessment period: 2021-22 
 

Program or Department Mission:      

The mission of the Communications Department is to develop in students a desire for excellence in scholarship, an ability to 
communicate effectively and an appreciation for the humanities. The department endorses the college’s Mission Statement and strives 
to uphold its commitment to learning.  

 

 
 

Course Student Learning Outcomes & Assessment Plan 
 

Intended Outcomes Means of 
Assessment Criteria for Success Summary & Analysis of 

Assessment Evidence Use of Results 

SLO 1: Evaluate the 
validity and reliability of 
material from sources 
and use it ethically and 
effectively in support of 
an argument.   

Students may 
demonstrate this 
ability in an 
assignment such as the 
Persuasive speech, the 
Persuasive essay, or 
the group project.  
 
Sample Rubric 
 

70% of students will 
demonstrate satisfactory 
ability to evaluate and 
use material from 
sources ethically and 
effectively in support of 
an argument. 
 
 

Fall 2021-Summer 2022 
 
83% of students 
demonstrated satisfactory 
ability to evaluate and use 
material from sources 
ethically and effectively in 
support of an argument. 
 
Number of Students 
Assessed: 
993 Students 
assessed/67sections 
 
Shelby: 513/644 (80%) 
Jefferson: 75/88 (85%) 

Observations/Changes: Students 
continued to meet the criteria 
required to demonstrate the ability 
to use material from sources 
ethically and effectively.  This year 
instructors utilized resources  such 
as Points of Reference Center to 
assist with ethical and effective use 
of support for their arguments as 
well as PowerPoint presentations. 
Since this is the last year of the 
current assessment cycle, the 
committee determined it 
appropriate to focus on another unit 
of the course for the next cycle. The 
department will examine how 
effectively students will 
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Clanton: 166/180 (92%) 
Pell City: 73/83 (88%) 
Dual Enrolled: 14/20 (70%) 

Total: 827/995= 83% 

communicate during a mock 
Interview assignment. The 
committee created a rubric to 
assess the assignment.  To help 
students prepare for the interview 
assignment, instructors utilized 
videos and PowerPoint 
presentations.     

SLO 2: Listen to 
understand, evaluate, 
and respond to 
verbal and nonverbal 
communication in an 
interpersonal 
communication activity. 

Rubric to assess active 
listening, verbal 
responses, feedback, 
and other nonverbal 
communication in an 
interpersonal 
communication 
activity. 

Sample Rubric 

70% of students will 
demonstrate satisfactory 
ability to listen to 
understand, evaluate, 
and respond to 
verbal and nonverbal 
communication in an 
interpersonal 
communication activity. 

Fall 2021-Summer 2022 

85% of students 
demonstrated satisfactory 
ability to listen to 
understand, evaluate, and 
respond to verbal and 
nonverbal communication 
in an interpersonal 
communication activity. 

Number of Students 
Assessed: 
904 Students assessed/64 
sections 

Shelby: 484/594 (81%) 
Jefferson: 30/35 (86%) 
Clanton: 166/172 (97%) 
Pell City: 72/83 (87%) 
Dual Enrolled:  14/20 (70%) 

Total:  752/884= 85% 

Observations/Changes: Students 
continued to satisfy the criteria 
required to demonstrate the ability 
to listen to understand, evaluate, 
and respond to verbal and 
nonverbal communication in an 
interpersonal communication 
activity.  For this year’s assessment, 
instructors included an 
Interpersonal Assignment and 
rubric. They also included activities 
for improving verbal and nonverbal 
communication as well as listening 
skills. The unit, Interviewing, will be 
the focus for the next assessment 
cycle since this is the last year of the 
current assessment cycle. The 
department will examine 3 new 
SLOs based on an interviewing 
assignment; 1) effective oral 
communication in an interview, 2) 
effective use of nonverbal 
communication in an interview, and 
3) preparedness in an interview.
Instructors will prepare students by
utilizing the above mentioned
resources and material as well as
lectures and assignments.

Plan submission date: Submitted by: 
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SLO 1: Rubric

SLO 1: Points of Reference Center 

Persuasive Rubric 
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SLO 1: PowerPoint Presentation 

SLO 1: Interview Assignment 
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SLO 1: Interview Rubric 

SLO 1: Interview Video 
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SLO 1: Interview PowerPoint 

SLO 2: Rubric
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SLO 2: Interpersonal Assignment

SLO 2: Interpersonal Assignment Rubric
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SLO 2: Communication Activities

SLO 2: Interview Assignment
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SLO 2: Interview Rubric 

SLO 2: Interview Rubric - Nonverbal 

SLO 2: Interview Rubric - Preparedness 
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SLO 2: Resources 

SLO 2: Material 
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 SLO 2: Interviewing Lecture Notes 

SLO 2: Practice Interview Assignment
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Assessment Record 
 

 

Program: Communications- SPH 107   Assessment period: 2021-2022 
 

Program or Department Mission:      
The mission of the Communications Department is to develop in students a desire for excellence in scholarship, an ability to communicate 
effectively and an appreciation for the humanities. The department endorses the college’s Mission Statement and strives to uphold its 
commitment to learning.  
 

 
 

Course Student Learning Outcomes & Assessment Plan 
 

Intended Outcomes Means of Assessment Criteria for 
Success 

Summary & Analysis of 
Assessment Evidence Use of Results 

SLO 1: Organize, 
develop, and support 
an argument in a 
persuasive speech 
presentation. 

A persuasive speech 
presentation where a 
rubric is used to 
assess organization, 
use of support, and 
development/rhetorical 
strategies. 
 
 
 Sections IV (Use of 
Support) & VI 
(Persuasive Strategy) 
of Persuasive Speech 
Assessment Rubric 

70% of students 
will demonstrate 
satisfactory 
organization, 
development, and 
support in a 
persuasive 
speech argument. 
 
 

Fall 2021-Summer 2022 
 
83% of students 
demonstrated 
effective organization, 
development, and support 
of arguments according to 
the persuasive speech 
rubric criteria. 
 
 
 
 
Number of Students 
Assessed: 
327 Students 

Observations/Changes: Students 
continued to meet the criteria 
required to demonstrate the ability to 
organize, develop, and support an 
argument in a persuasive speech 
presentation. This year, instructors 
utilized interactive instructional 
techniques for organization, 
development, and support of 
arguments such as the Adaptive 
Learning Assignments in Connect. 
Instructors also had students view 
and discuss speech videos for the 
Lucas text that specifically 
demonstrate use of support. 
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assessed/27 sections 
 
Annual Summary 
Shelby: 190/232 (82%) 
Jefferson: 28/35 (80%) 
Clanton:  27/28(96%) 
Pell City: 27/32 (84%) 
 
Total: 272/327 

As we are ending the current 
assessment cycle, the committee 
determined it appropriate to focus on 
another unit of the course for the next 
cycle. The department will examine 
how effectively students organize, 
develop, and present a special 
occasion speech. The committee 
created a rubric to assess the 
assignment.  To help students 
prepare for the special occasion 
speech, instructors will utilize 
PowerPoints and Videos.  

SLO 2: Adapt 
speaking to the needs 
of culturally diverse 
audiences in a 
persuasive speech 
presentation. 

A persuasive speech 
presentation where a 
rubric is used to 
assess audience 
adaptation, use of 
language, and 
nonverbal 
communication.  
 
Sections I 
(Introduction), III 
(Communication 
Process & Audience 
Adaptation), V 
(Nonverbal Delivery) 
of Persuasive Speech 
Assessment Rubric 

 70% of students 
will demonstrate 
satisfactory ability 
to adapt speaking 
to the needs of 
culturally diverse 
audiences in a 
persuasive 
speech 
presentation. 
 
 

Fall 2021-Summer 2022 
 
82% of students 
demonstrated 
satisfactory ability to 
adapt speaking to the 
needs of culturally diverse 
audiences in a persuasive 
speech presentation 
according to the 
persuasive speech rubric 
criteria. 
 
Number of Students 
Assessed: 
366 Students 
assessed/27 sections 
 
Annual Summary 
Shelby: 218/271 (80%) 
Jefferson: 28/35 (80%) 
Clanton: 27/28 (96%) 
Pell City: 26/32 (81%) 
 
Total: 299/366 = 82% 

Observations/Changes: Students 
met the criteria required to 
demonstrate the ability to adapt to the 
needs of culturally diverse audience 
during a persuasive speech. 
Instructors utilized exercises 
available with the textbook 
resources  and videos for enhancing 
understanding of audience 
adaptation. The committee 
determined it appropriate to focus on 
another unit of the course for the next 
cycle. The department will examine 3 
new SLOs based on the Special 
Occasion speech assignment. The 
SLOs will be 1) organize and 
develop, 2) effective oral 
communication, and 3) use of verbal 
communication in a special occasion 
speech. Instructors will prepare 
students by implementing various 
resources such as PowerPoints, 
Sample speech videos, and 
assignments focused on Special 
Occasion speeches.  
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